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A Man's Study in a Country House
RALPH T. WALKER, ARCHITECT

Aerial Perspectives Without Distortion
BY A. W. K. BILLINGS, JR.
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LE ROY P. WARD, ARCHITECT
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CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 7 BEAK STREET, LONDON
THERE is an increasing demand for the regulated and tested waters of clean pools. Popular opinion, supplemented by medical advice, is turning away from indiscriminate lake, ocean and river swimming, especially where sewage is in close proximity. The infections and disease attributable to contaminated waters are a matter of daily record.

It is not hard to understand the great increase in the number of public and private swimming pools. Nor is it hard to understand why Medusa Waterproofed White Portland Cement is being used for so much of this work. Being waterproofed, it does not absorb the body oils that disfigure an ordinary concrete pool and it is impervious to discolorations from within. A pool of Medusa Waterproofed White is permanently white.

Complete information on this subject will be forwarded to you upon request.

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, 1002 The Engineers' Bldg., CLEVELAND, OHIO
Manufacturer of Medusa Grey Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed); Medusa Waterproofing (Powder or Paste); Medusa White Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed); Medusa Portland Cement Paste; and Medium-Mix Masonry Mortar.
School Building, Teaneck, N. J.; Hacker and Hacker, Architects

An outstanding example of modern school architecture, and no ordinary face brick would meet the architects' requirements. Consequently one of the Metro Tavern blends, distinctive and entirely in harmony, was chosen.

Wherever there are fine buildings, you will find face brick by Metropolitan. And there is no limit to service facilities.

**Metro** Brick may be had in these textures:
- MAT-TEX
- VER-TEX
- SMOOTH
- COLONIALS
- ENGLISH ART BRICK
- METRO-GEORGIAINS
- TAVERNS
- YELLOWSTONES


**The Metropolitan Paving Brick Co.**
Face Brick Department
CANTON, OHIO
Metal Crafts in Architecture

By GERALD K. GEERLINGS

This is essentially a practical book. Each metal has been treated in a separate section, and among the headings are: "Bronze," "Brass," "Cast Iron," "Copper," "Lead," "Zinc," "Tin," "Lighting Fixtures," "Preparation of Specifications," not to speak of current developments, such as enamelling and electrical aids in depositing metals.

College Architecture in America

—And Its Part in the Development of the Campus

By CHARLES Z. KLAUDER and HERBERT C. WISE

The authors, who have been associated with the design of many notable college buildings, have studied the whole field of American college planning and have here brought together the results of their study, research, and experience. The book is the outcome of a joint endeavor by the Association of American Colleges and the Carnegie Corporation to contribute something worth while in the field of college architecture and college planning.

217 illustrations from plans and photographs. Over 300 pages. 7 1/2 x 10 inches.

$5

Wrought Iron in Architecture

By GERALD K. GEERLINGS

Beautifully executed grilles, balcony supports, household hardware designed and wrought by craftsmen are merely a few of the subjects reproduced. Mr. Geerlings, through contacts with Samuel Yellin and York & Sawyer, became interested in the subjects and here offers fine examples, ancient and modern, from Italy, Spain, France, Belgium and Holland, England, Germany, and America. Proper space is also devoted to twentieth-century tendencies, specifications, texture, economic aspects of design.

The book is essentially a practical one, not only for the architect, but for the craftsman and layman as well.

4 BOOKS YOU WILL NEED

The New Interior Decoration

By DOROTHY TODD and RAYMOND MORTIMER

The most comprehensive treatment of modern interiors that has yet been attempted, illustrating as it does examples from Germany, America, Holland, England, and France. Simplicity is the keynote of the twentieth century and the straight lines and angles of the modern design show an age bursting with vitality and discontent with old forms.

With 205 illustrations. 8 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches.

$6

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, New York
In basement, bathroom, kitchen—all over the house—a plentiful supply of hot water must respond to the turn of the tap. Hot water is as necessary as heat.

And Kewanee provides the means of making both.

As modern as a Kewanee Boiler, is a Kewanee Water Heating Garbage Burner. Riveted steel to stand the gaff, it gives a lifetime of repair-free service.

And it uses garbage and rubbish as part of the necessary fuel—a saving of from 20% to 50% of the cost of operating ordinary tank heaters.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation
Kewanee Illinois
Branches in 40 Principal Cities

In sizes and styles to provide hot water for buildings of any size and every type.
The water in this beautiful swimming pool is sterilized, using a W&T Chloro-clock.


Crystal Clear—Chlorinated

The attractiveness of a swimming pool is primarily dependent on the purity of the water and the cleanliness of the pool.

Chlorine properly applied will assure a degree of purity of the water equivalent to the strictest drinking water standards.

Furthermore, chlorine will prevent the development of the troublesome and objectionable slime or algae growths which frequently occur in swimming pools, especially those located out of doors.

Architects for all modern pools are specifying chlorine treatment because they know chlorine carries its effective sterilizing powers into the pool water thus assuring a clean pool regardless of the bathing load.

W&T chlorinating equipment is being used in over 2,500 swimming pools in North America.

“Swim in Drinking Water”

WALLACE & TIERNAN

COMPANY, INCORPORATED

Manufacturers of Chlorine Control Apparatus

NEWARK • NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • KNOXVILLE • SAN FRANCISCO • MINNEAPOLIS • PITTSBURGH • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS • BUFFALO • PHILADELPHIA • INDIANAPOLIS • DETROIT • BOSTON

JACKSONVILLE • CHATTANOOGA • CHARLOTTE • OKLAHOMA CITY • SPOKANE • OGDEN

WALLACE & TIERNAN, LTD., TORONTO, CANADA

WALLACE & TIERNAN, LTD., LONDON, ENGLAND
For the Modern Apartment
...Indiana Limestone

THERE is no building trend more noticeable today than the trend toward all-stone facing in the "quality" building. This is particularly true in the apartment field. In New York and now increasingly in Chicago and other cities, the apartment building faced with Indiana Limestone represents the best in this class of construction. These beautiful buildings have proved beyond question that there is a profit advantage in building of Indiana Limestone. The public has set the seal of its approval upon this light-colored natural stone. Why not use Indiana Limestone for the next apartment or hotel project which you design? We will gladly co-operate in every way.

INDIANA LIMESTONE COMPANY
General Offices: Bedford, Indiana

Princess Apartments, Washington, D. C.
Ralph Duval, Architect. An example of the use of Indiana Limestone trim.
OHIO WHITE FINISH
—the Plastic Lime

On the plasticimeter scale it tests from 225 to 285, an average plasticity of 255, exceeding by 55 points the A.S.T.M. specifications.

This extreme plasticity is of interest to the architect because it makes this lime ideal for employment in molded work and for texture finishes.

Of the half dozen good finishing limes available, make assurance doubly sure by having your plasterers use Ohio White Finish. They'll like it, too. Plasticity, in plasterer parlance, is "fatness." A fat lime goes on with less labor—covers more ground—assures better mechanical results.

Our book "Finishing Lime" should be in your file. May we send you a copy?

OHIO HYDRATE & SUPPLY COMPANY
WOODVILLE, OHIO
Charter Member of the Finishing Lime Association of Ohio
Sweet's Architectural Catalog B1336

Our lime is marketed under four brand names—"Ohio"—"Buckeye"—"Woodville"—and "Hawk Spread." All of equal quality—all packed in distinctively marked Red Zig Zag Bags.
The outstanding and exclusive feature of standard Raymond Concrete Piles is the use of these spirally reinforced steel shells that are left in place on every pile in the ground—for very sound reasons.

Raymond Concrete Pile Company
New York - 140 Cedar St.  Chicago - 111 West Monroe St.
Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
- New York
- Chicago
- Toronto, Can.
- Montreal
- London, England
- New York
- Chicago
- Toronto, Can.
- Montreal
- London, England

A Form for Every Pile — A Pile for Every Purpose
...are equally desirable for all types of windows

Casements or double hung windows involving all plaster or stone jambs—solid wood or semi-wood and plaster return or any of the many other conditions may be screened satisfactorily and permanently with Rolscreens.

Special patented features have enabled the Rolscreen Company to make a screen of such thorough reliability and utility that an inflexible guarantee is back of every screen shipped.

When the Architect completes handsome windows with Rolscreens he has the assurance that Rolscreens will not mar the beauty of these windows. Rolscreens are scarcely visible.

Rolscreen Company
275 Main Street
PELLA, IOWA
You would expect to find the Webster Type “R” System in a home like this

In Claremont Pines, Oakland’s most exclusive residential development, has been built the Tribune Schlesinger Model Home—designed by Frederick H. Reimers, Architect, of Oakland, California, and typifying all that art and science have provided for beauty and luxury in American homes.

Careful consideration was given to every method of heating and type of equipment. For this exclusive home the Webster Type “R” System of Steam Heating was chosen because of its sound design, economical operation and remarkable freedom from complaints.

When designing your next “model home” give consideration to a Webster Type “R” System. The nearest Webster Branch Office will have some interesting suggestions to make concerning the system—suggestions that will provide your client with features that will interest home buyers.

WARREN WEBSTER & COMPANY
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating
52 U. S. Branch Offices . . . In Canada, Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal

Please mail Bulletin B-600, describing the Webster Type “R” System of Steam Heating to

Name ___________________________ Street ___________________________ City ___________________________
ZENITHERM

The PROBLEM Solved

THE architects of the White Plains, N.Y. and Norwalk, Conn. Y. M. C. A.'s, solved this floor problem with Zenitherm. They used it in the lobbies, game rooms and social rooms. All floors harmonized with the decoration of the room in which they were laid, and with each other. That is because the textured, tri-toned colors of Zenitherm, blend so naturally with other colors and with each other.

Zenitherm is entirely practical in that it can be hosed or washed without fear of warping. Even when wet, it is not slippery. Its resiliency is greatly appreciated in the game rooms where players can stand around the tables for long periods without tiring.

Zenitherm is fire resistant and exceedingly resistant to wear. Once installed, there are no maintenance costs. Zenitherm is usually cut at the factory to fit the desired pattern. There are nineteen colors available. Special colors can be made up to architects' orders. Page A-337 of Sweet's Catalogue gives full information for specifying.

ZENITHERM COMPANY, INC. — KEARNY, N.J.
110 East 42nd St., New York City — Otis Building, Philadelphia — 612 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
11 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 55 New Montgomery St., San Francisco
HOW A. D. T. CENTRAL STATION SERVICE OPERATES

This watchman's signal was not received at the A. D. T. Central Station when due at 7 P.M. An A. D. T. Roundsman was despatched immediately and found the watchman in severe pain, having fallen from the foundry roof after pulling the box located there. The plant would have been without protection but for the prompt operation of the A. D. T. Watchman's Supervisory Service. The owners were notified immediately and the A. D. T. Roundsman patrolled the premises until relief arrived.

A. D. T. Protection Services are specified by architects for sure, dependable protection. They operate through one of 115 A. D. T. Central Stations or may be supplied for local operation. Complete data on request.

CONTROLLED COMPANIES OF
American District Telegraph Co.
183 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
UPPER—An interesting night photograph of the Weiland Funeral Home, showing the great power of light reflection of Acme-Perla Ivory White Face Brick.

RIGHT—A day view of the same building, showing the beautiful light and shadow effect of Acme-Perla Ivory White Face Brick.

Beauty and Brilliance of Acme Brick

Day or night, Face Brick afford a colorful background that emphasizes the beauty of all characters of building.

Let us help you solve your color problems, for ten Acme owned-and-operated plants enable us to offer—"A Brick for Every Type—A Color for Every Color Scheme."

Acme Brick

ACME BRICK COMPANY
Established 1891
Manufacturers of the Products We Sell
OFFICES, DISPLAYS AND DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH

WELL-BURNED CLAYS NEVER DECAY—SPECIFY ACME
ALL DAY LONG the architectural draftsman bends over his task, setting his visions on paper—noble dreams for the builder to carry to realization. Whether the drawing be for a cottage or a cathedral, it must be precise, for when one-eighth inch means one foot, a minute error may be costly.

That is why Celestialite, with its "next-to-daylight" illumination, is the standard lighting equipment in leading architects' offices and drafting rooms. And that is why leading architects frequently recommend Celestialite illumination wherever clear, soft lighting is imperative.

Celestialite is a lighting glass which so filters and diffuses electric light rays that glare is reduced to a minimum and the kindly white effect of daylight is reproduced.

If you are not familiar with Celestialite, send the coupon below for a fragment of Celestialite glass showing its three-layer construction, (illustrated at the left), and for a new illustrated 24-page booklet, "Out of the Darkness", which treats fully the problem of illumination in the drafting room, office, factory, store, hospital and school.

Gleason-Tierbout Glass Co. (Celestialite Division) 200 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Kindly send me free copy of your booklet "Out of the Darkness", and fragment of CELESTIALITE showing its three layer construction.

Name
Position
Address
City
It is the sheer strength of product and the alertness of personnel that has earned for the MacArthur Concrete Pile Corporation the approbation of architects and engineers from coast to coast.

Check your requirements against MacArthur qualifications given in column to the left.

Some engineers subjected MacArthur Piles to every conceivable test before using them:—others selected them initially for "tough" jobs and then later quite logically specified them for all pile work (17 repeat orders from Firestone Tire, for example).

Clients will tell you that MacArthur is a good company to have at one's elbow because 19 years' experience driving every sort of pile in every sort of soil condition has saturated them with knowledge of foundation problems.

Most important — MacArthur Compressed Concrete Piles have extra load-bearing value because they are cast in place of dry concrete, (just sufficient water to bond) compressed under 7 tons pressure.

You may find further information of distinct value when next you have a pile job under consideration.
SAVE maintenance and excessive installation expense by installing the modern

ST. LOUIS DOOR CONTROL SYSTEM

FOR FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOORS

Replacing the old-fashioned Penthouse Control of Freight Elevator Doors, the "St. Louis" System has seven definite advantages:

1. Eliminates cumbersome suspended operating mechanism in the shaft.
2. Saves the cost of these unnecessary devices.
3. Costs less to install and maintain.
4. Entire operating unit is on top of the car out of the way.
5. Simplifies the whole equipment.
6. Ensures positive, trouble-free door operation.
7. Works faster, saving time in vertical transportation as it operates only one set of doors at a time.

The CONTROL is on the CAR—instead of in the Penthouse

A simple push button box, conveniently located in the car, controls a reversible type motor. The latter is mounted on cross beam of the car itself. Operation of the button rotates the motor and opens the door, which, when in full-open position, automatically cuts out the motor.

Another button closes the door in reverse manner. When the Door Control System is in operation, all current to the elevator machinery is shut-off. The car cannot move from sill until doors are fully closed, and locked. This system is absolutely safe, fool-proof, and positive. St. Louis Doors are in use by nationally-known concerns in various parts of the country. They save money, time and trouble and add efficiency, wherever used.

Write for illustrated catalog and list of users.

ST. LOUIS FIRE DOOR CO. • 1136 S. 6th St. • ST. LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Fire-Proof Doors and Door Controls
It has been our privilege to cooperate, in the creation of lighting effects, with the various architects whose interpretation of the modern manner is now on display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

THE FRINK CORPORATION
369 LEXINGTON AVENUE - NEW YORK
Out of Sight and Out of the Way—
the radiators that heat this room

TOTALLY new effects in interior planning of homes, offices and monumental buildings are made possible—long-sought ideals of the architect are realized—by a heating method that discards the space-wasting radiator forever.

The Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator fits inside the wall or partition. Requires no floor space. Places no limits on color harmony or furniture arrangement. Yet it brings all the advantages of finest radiator heat.

Once walled in the Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator never demands service; it is leak-proof, rust-proof, indestructible; even freezing does not harm it. Here, truly, is a new heating standard—from the standpoint of investment as well as comfort and sanitation.

Let us send you our book and complete data. The Herman Nelson Corporation, Moline, Illinois.
SIX YEARS AGO when the Herman Nelson lightweight, compact, indestructible radiator was placed on the market, it was immediately accepted as the greatest advance in the art of Heating and Ventilation in a generation. It has made possible heating and ventilation dependability and performance hitherto unattainable. The Herman Nelson Wedge Core Radiator is an exclusive feature of all Herman Nelson Heating and Ventilating Products and accounts for their unequalled performance.

**THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION**

BUILDERS OF SUCCESSFUL HEATING AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT FOR OVER 30 YEARS

BELLFAST, N. I.  BOSTON  PROVIDENCE  NEW YORK CITY

UTICA  PHILADELPHIA  CHARLOTTE, N. C.  GRAND RAPIDS

SCRANTON  PITTSBURGH  CLEVELAND  COLUMBUS

BUFFALO  MIDDLETOWN  INDIANAPOLIS  CHICAGO

CINCINNATI  DETROIT  MILWAUKEE  GREEN BAY  MINNEAPOLIS

DENVER  MILWAUKEE  ROCHESTER  BALTIMORE  MINNEAPOLIS

ST. LOUIS  ERIE  CLEVELAND  DALLAS  MEMPHIS

DALLAS  ORLANDO  EMPORIA  KANSAS CITY  PORTLAND

SEATTLE  SAN FRANCISCO  VANCOUVER  TORONTO  WINNIPEG, MAN.
WALLS that are treated with Sonneborn's Hydrocide Colorless Waterproofing are sealed against every weather condition. More and more architects are adding to the efficiency, life and beauty of their buildings by specifying this permanent waterproofing liquid. Hydrocide penetrates deeply into brick, stone or cement, depositing a true water-repellent and caulking the pores permanently. It prevents discoloration, thereby preserving wall beauty. Will not run in hot weather or crack in cold, as it contains no paraffin.

Let us tell you about the famous buildings that are Hydrocide-protected.

Some other Sonneborn Products
LAPIDOLITH—the original concrete floor hardener.
LIGNOPHOL—the penetrating preservative for wood floors.
CEMCOAT—A tough, durable, washable wall coating that stays white after other paints turn yellow.

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.
114 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
Scarred by the
Battle of Germantown

The old Chew Mansion was designed and built in 1760 by Benjamin Chew, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. It had the misfortune to be in the center of the Revolutionary conflict known as the Battle of Germantown. In fact it still bears on its walls the marks of rebel bullets.

The Chew Mansion, known also as Cliveden, is still in possession of members of the family—still retains its spacious grounds, and its inimitable doorway, flanked by storied marble figures. Even the coach-house still holds as a precious heirloom the somewhat incapacitated vehicle in which Washington rode.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY—PROCTOR, VERMONT
Branches in the larger cities
See Sweet's Catalog for Specifications and Other Data

VERMONT MARBLE
HANDMADE Terra Cotta
for
Colorful Interiors

In a day of machine made, standardized quantity production, Atlantic Terra Cotta—Handmade—has the character and sincerity of true craftsmanship. For fine interiors handmade Atlantic Terra Cotta can be recommended without reservation.

Scarlet Vermillion, unique with Atlantic laboratories, is the strongest color in architectural polychromy.

Silver and Gold set off by lustrous Black, give particular richness to a bank interior. Cheerful colors are appropriate for Churches, Theatres, Restaurants, Lobbies, Arcades. Water Greens and Blues give a cool impression—for fountains, swimming pools and any room where cool freshness is desired. White and Cream Glazes are used for cleanliness and light reflection. Food factories, power houses, dairies, hospitals, waiting rooms, corridors and subways.

An interior of Atlantic Terra Cotta never needs renovation

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
19 West 44th Street, New York

Atlanta Terra Cotta Company
Atlanta, Georgia
At Fifty-Two Wall Street

Entrance
Detail, National City Company Building at 52 Wall Street, New York.
McKim, Mead & White, Architects

Automatic Stream Control
is a distinguishing feature of Halsey Taylor fountains, a patented device that keeps stream uniform regardless of pressure variation. In addition, two-stream projector assures positive sanitation. Illustrated is No. 625, there being 32 of this type in this building.

Write for our Architects' Manual

The choice of drinking fountains is ever a vital factor in the general specifications. Leading architectural firms realize, however, that this is no longer a problem, thanks to Halsey Taylor Drinking Fountains, because their exclusive advantages assure not only positive sanitation and mechanical efficiency, but freedom from annoyance and servicing once they are installed. The Halsey W. Taylor Co., Warren, O.

Halsey Taylor
Drinking Fountains

The Specification for Sanitation
There's a definite trend toward

**ASHTONE**

Although ASHTONE has been merchandised for only a short time, there have been numerous cases of architects and contractors specifying ASHTONE and insisting upon its use. Why?

*First*—because they know that ASHTONE is the finest Random Ashlar obtainable.

*Second*—because under our service policy we will send an expert, entirely at our own cost, to work with the builder in laying ASHTONE.

*Third*—because, although a large organization, this company has always maintained a close personal touch with its customers, catering to the preferences of each.

These are the reasons why the popularity of ASHTONE has increased so startlingly, and why it will continue in growing favor among the building profession.

Write today for our free booklet, “The Common Sense of ASHTONE.” It shows you when and how this beautiful building stone can be used.

**BLOOMINGTON LIMESTONE COMPANY**

Bloomington-Indiana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DETROIT</th>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>DALLAS</th>
<th>CHICAGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CINCINNATI | TORONTO | PHILADELPHIA | }
Some of the outstanding buildings which have contracted for Otis Signal Control Elevators, the highest development in Vertical Transportation for intensive service. Most of these installations are now completed.

New York Life Ins. Co.,
New York
New York Central Bldg.,
New York
The Chrysler Building,
New York
Irving Trust Co.,
New York
Graybar Building,
New York
Equitable Trust Co.,
New York
Great Lakes Bldg.,
New York
Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.,
Palmer House,
Chicago
Prudential Ins. Co.,
Newark, N. J.
State Office Building,
Albany, N. Y.
New York Telephone Co.,
New York
Consolidated Gas Co.,
New York
Chase National Bank,
New York
Chamin Building,
New York
Pennsylvania R. R. Building,
Western Union Tel. Co.,
New York
Philadelphia Electric Co.,
Russ Building,
San Francisco, Cal.
Chicago Board of Trade,
Chicago
Harriman Building,
New York
Land Title Building,
Palmolive-Plant Co.,
Chicago
Transportation Building,
New York
Hotel New Yorker,
New York
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Baltimore Trust Company,
Baltimore, Md.
United Shoe Machinery Corp.
Boston, Mass.
Court Montague Bldg.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
333 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago
Cleveland Union Terminal,
Cleveland, Ohio
Canal Bank & Trust Co.,
New Orleans, La.
Electric Bond & Share Co.,
New York
Fred F. French Co.,
New York
Lefcourt National Building,
New York
Southwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, Ont., Canada
71 Broadway,
New York
Tribune Building,
Chicago
Bank of N. Y. & Trust Co.,
New York
Navarre Building,
New York
Fuller Building,
New York
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Sterick Building,
Memphis, Tenn.
Industrial Trust Building,
Providence, R. I.
Clark Theatre Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Carbide & Carbon Building,
Chicago
Ohio Bell Telephone Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Medical Arts Building,
Cleveland, Ohio
Transportation & Garage Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio
National Bank of Commerce,
Houston, Texas
Carbide & Carbon Building,
New York
Lefcourt Colonial Building,
New York
Lord's Court Building,
New York
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
Montreal, Quebec, Can.

This list contains only installations of more than six Otis Signal Control Elevators.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
WHEN you want the best—the recognized standard—make sure that you specify "Mississippi Polished Wire Glass". It is unsurpassed in quality, strength and brilliancy. Every distributor carries this and other Mississippi products.

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO. 220 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK
To whom will you entrust

Practical training first. The experts shown above train all new men in the practical field work. Every new man must go through a thorough course of training and be proved out—no untrained men are ever used. These selected instructors are men of character, intelligence, and professional attitude.

Tumbling Team—Davey Institute of Tree Surgery, 1928-29. Davey Tree Surgeons are athletictypes. They are carefully selected with the idea of physical fitness. The nature of the work and their training make them more so. In addition to intelligence and character, they have physical energy; that is why they are diligent workers.

Scientific Training. A laboratory class at the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery—using high-powered microscopes and dissecting lenses to learn the sciences relating to their work. They must know the scientific reasons for all the things that they have been trained to do skilfully.

Practical Training. This is a class learning the important art of saw filing at the Davey Institute. Every man is taught how to keep his tools sharp and in proper condition. Sharp tools mean good and rapid work. Practical training plus science means efficient service.

Let us talk about your trees. They are living things, subject to disease, decay, starvation, insect attacks, mechanical injury and other ills. They are priceless to you—only time can replace them, long time at that.

Just for the moment, think of the most valuable tree on your place. Suppose it is starving. Wouldn't you, in self interest, insist upon scientifically trained experts who know what to feed it, and how, and when—without guessing or experimenting?

If this priceless tree is decaying in the trunk or limbs, and is growing steadily weaker, liable at any moment to break off or break apart in any high wind, wouldn't you entrust its treatment only to men with proven scientific knowledge and real personal skill?

If anything is wrong with that tree—and dozens of things might be wrong, because it is a living, breathing organism—wouldn't you demand reliable experts who are trained to diagnose tree troubles? Certainly proper treatment cannot be given without correct diagnosis.

You can trust Davey Tree Surgeons with a feeling of confidence and satisfaction. They are carefully selected and reliable men. They are thoroughly trained and have real demonstrated skill. They are educated scientifically in the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery, the only school of its kind in the world. They know how to diagnose the ailments of trees. Their knowledge and skill are based upon a half century of Davey experience. They are backed by a responsible business organization.
Your priceless trees?

Surprisingly low cost

In 1928, Davey Tree Surgeons served 21,608 clients from Boston to beyond Kansas City and from Canada to the Gulf. 76 per cent of these clients paid less than $100.00 each. The following table tells the story.

- 17,022 clients paid less than $100.00 each
- 2,223 paid from $100.00 to $200.00 each
- 1,642 paid from $200.00 to $500.00 each
- 721 clients paid more than $500.00 each

You can afford to employ the expert, reliable service of Davey Tree Surgeons for your trees. They will do as much work as you want—and no more. They will do their work right—they will save any tree that can be saved—they will give you professional and conscientious service. There is no charge except for working time, plus the necessary materials and expressage.

Davey service is local

Davey Tree Surgeons live and work in your vicinity. They are almost as conveniently located as your dentist or doctor or surgeon. They are not sent from Ohio for your individual work—they are trained in Ohio, but they live in your vicinity and work regularly for other nearby people.

Write or wire Kent, Ohio, for examination of your trees without cost or obligation. Permanent representatives are located in principal cities; the nearest one can serve you conveniently.

The Student Body of the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery, 1928-29, numbers 426 splendid young men in the Freshman, Junior and Senior classes, all selected from the proven men who have already been thoroughly trained in a practical way. The purpose of this resident school is to provide scientific knowledge and accuracy to supplement the practical skill that is given in the field training. This gives balanced education—Davey Tree Surgeons know both how and why. The Davey Institute of Tree Surgery has been in continuous operation for twenty years, the only school teaching the science of Tree Surgery. The Faculty of the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery includes 37 scientists and master Tree Surgeons.

Davey Tree Surgeons

Martin L. Davey, President and General Manager

The Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc., 285 City Bank Bldg., Kent, Ohio
SPEED...plus SIMPLICITY of operation...

PEELLE Doors, plus automatic button control, offer the advantages of greater speed and simplified operation of freight shaft enclosures. Electrified...they open and close at the touch of the button switch...rendering quick, quiet, dependable service from any desired control point. Their superior efficiency and economy is proved by performance records...vertical traffic faster handled...time saved...labor lessened...increased safety to men and freight. Consult our engineering department...or a PEELLE Catalog will gladly be sent on request.

THE PEELLE COMPANY, Brooklyn, New York
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Atlanta and 50 other cities
In Canada: Toronto and Hamilton, Ontario

PEELLE Freight Elevator DOORS

"The doorway of America's freight elevator traffic"
Brooks to Lake he served architectural a been college. has helped graduated

Western District; the William lett, president, following in Chicago; william A. Delano, and Louis Ayres. The Fellowship gives an annual stipend of $1,500 for three years, with residence and studio at the Academy in Rome, and an allowance of $500 for transportation to and from Rome.

Johnson received an Honorable Mention in last year's competition.

COMPETITION FOR AN AIRPORT

With the approval of the New York Chapter, A. I. A., conditions of a competition have recently been issued, providing for the design of a modern airport. The Lehigh Portland Cement Company agrees to pay to the winners fourteen prizes, as follows: First prize, $5,000; second prize, $2,500; third prize, $1,500; fourth prize, $500; ten Honorable Mentions, each $100. Copies of the programme may be had by addressing The Lehigh Airports Competition, Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa. The competition closes November 18, 1929.

COMPETITION FOR A STEEL BRIDGE

The American Institute of Steel Construction, being desirous of promoting the aesthetic quality of steel bridge construction, has generously offered a prize for the three best solutions presented in the competition on this subject. The drawing placed first will be awarded $500 and the drawings placed second and third, $250 and $100 respectively. The competition consists of a preliminary and a final exercise. The preliminary exercise was to take the form of an Esquisse- Esquisse executed in nine consecutive hours en loge. From the sketches presented, ten competitors are selected for the final rendu, in which the ten competitors selected will be required to adhere to the principle and parti of the presented sketch under penalty of being placed Hors Concours.

This competition has been conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Annualr Class "A" competitions, Beaux Arts Institute of Design. Only students registered in Class "A" of the Department of Architecture of the B. A. I. D. were eligible to compete.

The preliminary exercises occurred in the preliminary judgment, May 28; the final exercise, May 29; and the judgment for prizes, June 18. Announcement of awards will be made shortly.

SMALL HOUSE COMPETITION

A THIRD competition for small houses is announced by The House Beautiful Publishing Corporation. There will be two prizes: $1,000 for the best small house of five to seven rooms, inclusive, and $1,500 for the best house of eight to twelve rooms, inclusive. The houses submitted may be of any style and of any material, and must have been built (not remodelled) recently in any part of the United States. Complete announcement, with rules and presentation of photographs and plans, must be had from The Small-House Competition Committee, 8 Arlington Street, Boston, Mass.

R. I. B. A. MEDAL

The seventh annual award of the R. I. B. A. London Architecture Medal has been made, the honor going to J. Murray Easton and Howard Robertson, architects, for the Royal Horticultural Hall, London. Illustrations of this building appeared in Architecture for December, 1928. Further details will be shown in an early issue.

CALIFORNIA SCULPTURE EXHIBITION OPENS

With the felicitations of the President of the United States, the long-awaited All-American Exhibition of Contemporary Sculpture, sponsored by the National Sculpture Society, was thrown open to the public in its beautiful setting at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor, in Lincoln Park, San Francisco. (Continued on page 31)
Ornamental Bronze and Screw Heads

Long experience and expert shop practice have enabled most bronze fabricators to conceal or do away with screw heads on the visible surfaces of ornamental bronze EXCEPT in the glass retaining mouldings. It will be noticed in the assembly of the sash sections illustrated that the mouldings provide for outside glazing, yet the screw heads are concealed in the inside member. A patented feature, yet priced competitively with ordinary sash assemblies.

The really fine effects so desirable in the modern use of bronze or CHROMIUM are available without the bugaboo of screw heads.

Practically any shape moulding—write for details.
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ZOURI DRAWN METALS CO., OF NEW YORK, INC.

Factory and General Offices: Chicago Heights, Illinois
cisco, on the afternoon of Saturday, April 27. The President's message, telegraphed to the Board of Trustees of the museum, read:

"I congratulate you upon the successful inauguration of this great exhibition of American sculpture which will give pleasure to so many thousands, affording them an opportunity for cultural growth and inspiring them with enthusiasm for development of native creative talent." (Signed) Herbert Hoover.

That the public took advantage of the opportunity as suggested in Mr. Hoover's message is proved by the fact that, although the building was not opened until 3 p.m., following the ceremonies, about 12,000 visitors saw the show that day; on Sunday the attendance was estimated at 42,000; and on Monday, although a business day, almost 5,000 came.

The opening ceremonies were preceded by William F. Humphrey, of the Board of Trustees of the California Palace of the Legion of Honor, President Adolph A. Weinman, of the National Sculpture Society, spoke for his organization, which has so successfully accomplished the onerous task of assembling this, the greatest exhibition of its kind ever undertaken.

AN ENGLISH TRAVELING SCHOLARSHIP

THE Society of Arts and Sciences has awarded a travelling scholarship to William Graham Holford, an architectural student in the University of Liverpool. The scholarship is awarded for the purpose of studying American architecture and adapting it to English needs. Mr. Holford has arrived in New York, and will remain in this city for six months, half of which time he will work in an architect's office.

STEWARDSHIP SCHOLARSHIP

THE John Stewardson Memorial Scholarship in Architecture, which provides $1,000 to defray the expenses of study abroad, has been awarded to Walter Gibbs Lewis, Jr., of Beverly, N. J. Mr. Lewis has just completed his senior year in the Department of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania. The problem set for the contestants was a design for a Municipal Employment Bureau to solve the same problem in which Mr. Lewis's design won First Medal rating and the second prize of $25 in the Beaux Arts Institute of Design.

THE CONNECTICUT ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE

THE Connecticut Architectural League recently made known its awards for architects in the state, in the competition for the Leoni W. Robinson Memorial Medal. It was won by Malmedt, Adams & Prence, of Hartford, for their general work. Additional prices of $50 each in gold were won by Lorenzo Hamilton, of Meriden, Raymond J. Percival, of Forestville, and Carena E. Mortimer, of New Haven.

SERVICE TO INDUSTRY BY A TRADE ASSOCIATION

THE American Trade Association Executives have just established an award for outstanding achievement and service by a trade association for its industry. This will be presented annually in May, being given for the first time next May for the calendar year of 1929. It is intended that this annual award, paralleling the annual Harvard Bok awards in advertising and editorial service, should do much to foster and promote service to American industry and commerce through the medium of the trade association.

All details for putting the award into operation are left to the discretion of a committee, to be known as the Committee of Award, consisting of the present and past presidents of the American Trade Association Executives. This committee shall have the power to select the jury of award, comprising nationally known industrialists, economists or publicists.

PERSONAL

Charles E. Choate, architect, formerly of Atlanta, Ga., more recently, since 1926, of Orlando, Fla., has now opened an office for the practice of his profession at 222 First National Bank Building, Montgomery, Ala. Robert C. Edwards & Son, architects, have moved their offices to 1143 East Jersey Street, Elizabeth, N. J.

Edwin J. Kraus, architect, formerly with Harvey & Clarke, architects, West Palm Beach, Fla., and Hoffman-Hoerr, architects, Philadelphia, Pa., announces the opening of an office for the practice of architecture at 201 Arcade Building, Racine, Wis. Manufacturers' literature and samples are requested.

Sibley & Fetherston, architects, announce the removal of their offices to the Bartholomew Building, 205 East 42d Street, New York City.

R. E. Bostrom, architect, has removed his offices to the fifth floor of the Castle Building, 1410 Stanley Street, Montreal.

Stern & Peysen, architects, announce the removal of their offices to the tower of the Slote Building, 9 West Prospect Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Rolland C. Buckley, architect, Henrique G. Arango, engineer, and Emanuel Lyons, Jr., engineer, have formed a partnership under the firm name of Buckley, Arango & Lyons, architects and engineers, for the practice of their professions, with offices at 27 Avenida Central, Panama, Republic of Panama. Manufacturers' catalogues and samples are desired, which should be addressed to Apartment 851, Panama, Republic of Panama.

T. V. Nichols and W. N. Fritzsche announce the formation of a partnership for the practice of architecture under the firm name of Nichols & Fritzsche, with offices at 2720 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Perry, Shaw & Hepburn, architects, have moved their offices to 141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Shreve & Lamb, architects, and Arthur Loomis Harmon, architect, have united their offices, and will continue their practice as Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, architects, with offices at 11 East 44th Street, New York City.

Frederick H. Meyer, architect, announces the removal of his office to Rooms 516 and 517, Underwood Building, 525 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Atlee B. Ayres and Robert M. Ayres, architects, announce the removal of their offices to the Smith-Young Tower, San Antonio, Texas. They will be pleased to receive manufacturers' catalogues that are issued according to the American Institute of Architects' requirements.

Meavor & Handloser, architects, have established their Charleston, W. Va., office in the Payne Building, Hale and Lee Streets, and would be pleased to receive catalogues for an A. I. A. file.

Hoit, Price & Barnes, architects, announce the removal of their offices to 2500 Telephone Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Steel. The very word has power! Throughout the modern world steel is a synonym for strength. A mighty river blocks a highway—steel spans the flood. A crowded city cries for space ... steel carries buildings to the skies.

Powerful, adaptable, economical steel! It is serving everywhere in modern bridges and buildings, bringing speed, safety and economy not only to the erection of a structure—but to the process of keeping it new.

Steel is most trustworthy and most quickly applicable of all structural materials. Its use often results in weeks of extra revenues and added savings in interest charges. Economies in building begin with the choice of steel and continue throughout the life of the structure. For continued usefulness—build with steel.

A Technical Service Bureau is at the disposal of architects, engineers, owners and others who have need of any information which can be supplied through the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.

The co-operative non-profit service organization of the structural steel industry of the United States and Canada. Correspondence is invited, 200 Madison Avenue, New York City, District offices in New York, Worcester, Philadelphia, Birmingham, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Topeka, Dallas and San Francisco. The Institute publishes twelve booklets, one on practically every type of steel structure, and provides also in one volume, "The Standard Specification for Structural Steel for Buildings," "The Standard Specification for Fire-proofing Structural Steel Buildings," and "The Code of Standard Practice." Any or all of these may be had without charge, simply by addressing the Institute at any of its offices.
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FOR EVERY STAIR TREAD AND LANDING

Again in Washington's most exclusive apartment hotel, as in every outstanding architectural work of art, "Pyramid" Brand slate has been chosen for its beauty and service. The natural charm of slate, with its recognized qualities has won for it the distinction of "outlasting the building." Three interesting and valuable volumes in standard A.I.A. size containing many chapters with detail drawings and specifications have been prepared for the creative architect. They will give you complete information on every type of installation. Write for yours today.
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From the drawing in lithographic crayon by Edward M. Schiwetz.
Germany’s Bauhaus Experiment

By Milton D. Lowenstein

My first sight of Germany was from the seat of a bombing plane, 10,000 feet above the earth. Through the fickle puffs of bursting “archie” shells could be seen the mosaic of brown and green fields sliced by white roads and black railways. Except for the occasional jolts against the joy-stick caused by archie, the setting was the same as that south of the Zone of the Advance. Suddenly bullet holes appeared in the fabric of the wings, a Very signal flashed below me. My hand sought the bomb-rack release and I awaited the appearance of a certain smoky smudge at the confluence of many white and black lines on the mosaic. The supplies and munitions of an army were concentrated in that spot—a spot controlling the destiny of a million souls!

Germany has to do more than catch up with a housing shortage. The stigma of defeat has undermined that proud sense of security and self-assurance which was the foundation of German workmanship. The problem of construction may be difficult in other countries but to the material side is added the sympathy of neighbors. Surrounded by hostile forces, the German people have learned through bitter experience that salvation must come from within the borders of the nation.

German architects and engineers are attempting methods similar to those employed by the nation for conducting the war. Strife intensifies national traits, peace sublimates faith in them. The German tendency is to centralize the control of resources. It enables each situation to receive the maximum attention consistent with a proper balance of the whole.

Bismarck extended the divine right of kings to the “bureau”; the war extended the principle to a still larger group. The tradition of German scholastic superiority survived the war and the schools are the nucleus about which modern movements revolve. Prosperity has become a function of internecine co-ordination.

The geographical and political situation of Germany permits it to learn from the experience of others without being bound to follow to a conclusion any single tendency that would inhibit growth. German architects study not only the background of German construction but the social, economic and traditional peculiarities which characterize foreign modern architecture.

When Walter Gropius opened the building-school at Dessau in 1925 he had associated with him men who had not studied modern architecture apart from engineering; neither had they dissociated from architecture contemporary social and economic tendencies. The school offered no panacea; but it was a laboratory in which conditions could be studied and cures assayed.

On the outskirts of the city a huge airplane factory brought hundreds of workmen to Dessau. To provide adequate housing facilities for these men and their families was one of the first Bauhaus undertakings. It did not build all the houses. It devised a method of procedure and created a pattern in the form of a few typical buildings. German building industry, reassured by such an assertion of leadership, was able to produce the houses in quantities.

Only students who have had some experience in a building trade are admitted to the school. There is no “admission to advanced standing,” every student being required to start in the lowest class. No history, archaeology, language or abstract mathematics is taught. When I showed one of the students some measured drawings I had made of an old German church he regarded them a long time in silence. Perhaps,” he said wistfully, “some day we’ll have time to do that sort of thing again!”

Students first learn to design and construct models according to the laws of the material used. One of the elementary projects is to make a paper chair. Almost every student starts by
Plot plan of a typical apartment-house which provides a maximum of garden space. Note the different "stepping" on north and south ends of plot to take fullest advantage of sunlight. See detail plan below.

Typical apartment-house floor plan, with circulation reduced to a minimum. All rooms are well lighted and the darkest parts are used for foyers.

A complete suburban development—apartment-houses and public buildings.

cutting out a paper replica of a wooden chair, whose frail thin legs will scarcely support their own weight and whose back will not remain upright. The student soon learns that a paper chair can be made to carry a load proportional to its size if account is taken of the nature of paper: planes used instead of legs, and angles inserted between the back and the seat. Complicated forms involving conic sections are studied in different materials, which, together with the analysis of color effects, occupy most of the first year.

Concrete, either poured or in blocks, is used almost exclusively in the design. It is particularly well suited for extensive small-house developments. No great variety of skilled labor is needed; the same man who helps with the walls can work on the floors. Monotony is avoided through variation with simple units. Neither forms nor blocks need be altered, but the units are combined in a different order for each house. This elasticity of treatment is an attractive feature for the middle-class German who cannot afford those embellishments with which the wealthy give individuality to their homes. The buildings are cool in summer and in winter are easily heated with the small stoves which fuel shortage makes prevalent in Europe. Compared to stucco and wood construction, the fire risk and upkeep are insignificant and, of course, concrete buildings are practically vermin-proof.

Plain wall areas inside, unrelieved by any breaks or trim, make painting a very important consideration in the design. The deadly monotony can be converted into a feeling of elementary roominess through the use of soft tones which are carefully studied in relation to lighting effects and the function of the room. Once the general decorative scheme is indicated, the question of accents can be left to the taste of
the householder, who is always eager to express himself in the more obvious features of his house.

Beginning with the second year, students specialize in one of the building trades, the most proficient being admitted to the architecture-engineering course. Textiles, carpentry, forging, and painting are some of the important branches of study. There are no hypothetical problems but the students share in the commissions of the Bauhaus clients.

Though it was not specifically indicated to me, every design is dominated by two considerations: first, that the part harmonize with the whole. The students confer with each other constantly and keep altering the design as the general work progresses. The designer of locks is as interested in the rugs for the room as he is in the quality of metal for his own fixtures. The second consideration is adaptability for quantity production. The elements made by hand in the Bauhaus are intended to serve as models for machine production. This limitation induces the student to work with only the simplest forms.

The designing-room of the Bauhaus, the only part of the school where no stranger is admitted, is devoid of the frivolity usually associated with ateliers. There is no place here for the beautiful rendu mounted in a gilded frame. Its place is taken by terse plans covered with figures, and formidable charts. In small houses, where people come into frequent contact, the rooms must be planned so as to insure smooth working of the household without waste of time. Window location is studied in relation to climatic conditions and adjacent rooms. Shadows of furniture and position of built-in fixtures are also to be considered, with many other details which are never thought of by the layman. When the problem is an apartment-house its effect on other community projects is important. Traffic regulation, the transportation of supplies in bulk for community kitchens and laundries, garden areas, shadows of the building on the street, expansion of industry, recreational centres, and group child nursing, are some of the influences which affect the architecture of the apartment-house.

Every student who takes part in the execution of a commission is entitled to a portion of the architect’s fee. Though it costs the owner more to employ the Bauhaus for the first plans and method of procedure, the buildings may be constructed much more cheaply through the use of modern standard production machinery. But the amount of money each student receives, whether it be for the furniture or the interior arrangement, is very small. The students who can afford to waive this stipend do so, in favor of their less fortunate classmates.

The dormitories, being limited, are also reserved for the poorer students. They resemble a typical modern Bauhaus apartment. Windows extend across the whole side of the room. Most of the furniture is metal (and retains its appearance of metal!); the double-decked beds are screened off by cloth curtains; ventilating,
Efficiency in a workman's kitchen: 1, broom closet; 2, folding table; 3, dumbwaiter; 4, washboiler; 5, folding table; 6, folding stool; 7, furnace; 8, buffet in dining-room; 9, serving counter; 10, closet; 11, gas range; 12, wash-tray; 13, sink; 14, drip-tray with garbage receptacle under; 15, work table; 16, screened storage closet for victuals; 17, delivery entrance
Above, plans and bird's-eye perspective of a small house of simple units, each of which has an aesthetic and a practical function. Service and circulation are both interestingly developed.

A model for the study of shadows cast by modern apartment-houses. No more than go per cent of the street is ever darkened. Note pedestrian bridges at street intersections.

Below, a solution of the small house which, by a variation of the parts, could be repeated many times without approaching monotony of form. The plan has unusual economy of space.
lighting, and sanitary fixtures are so inconspicuous that they have to be pointed out to the stranger. Textile mats were the only decoration which I saw, the concrete walls being relieved only by the structural columns, beams, and immense windows.

Every aspect of Bauhaus instruction being strictly utilitarian, the student can make none of those excursions into the realm of pure fancy where the plan is paper and the castle a dream! The compensation offered is athletic field activities, a typical modern German diversion. The city of Dessau offers as little attraction to the student as it does to the casual visitor. It lies on a flat, monotonous plain, on the left bank of the Mulde. The schloss, built in 1872, has an interesting west wing dating from 1530. The small art collection is scattered among three museums. Though the city was the capital of the former Duchy of Anhalt, there is little of that gaiety we associate with even the most insignificant European capital. The people seem concerned with the material complexities of the future rather than with the past.

The Bauhaus, like any institution, cannot look for results in any field other than that which it is equipped to investigate. It has broadened the study of architecture and engineering apart from aesthetics, so that every aspect of the economic life of modern Germany will feel the influence of the new type of leader. The response of the nation, as indicated by its encouragement and its acceptance of the solutions offered, will determine whether or not the price paid is excessive. Assuming that the Bauhaus most adequately solves Germany's building problem, the school's programme can be modified as it ameliorates the situation.

**Studies, in elevation, of the effect of furniture and windows.**
Many scattered windows and high furniture consume valuable wall space and injure the unity of the room.

**At right, a re-study of the above.** Windows have been united, furniture lowered, and door positions studied in their relation to the window openings.

**A study of wall shadows.**
High furniture interferes with the distribution of light and detracts from the unity of the room.

**The Bauhaus designers utilize the “domino” system of planning housing groups to get interest without monotony in repetition of units.**
Photograph by Kenneth Clark
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It will be interesting to the architects of America to see the sort of house that one of England's foremost practitioners has planned for his own home in London.

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott was knighted by King George at the consecration of the first portion of the Liverpool Cathedral four years ago, the building for which he is best known. Last July the London Architectural Medal was awarded to Sir Giles for this, his own town house near Hyde Park. It is interesting, furthermore, to note that the house has received an almost embarrassing amount of publicity, having been hailed by the daily press as "the perfect house." At any rate, it is the smallest and the only domestic building that has ever won the Architectural Medal.

Sir Giles was born in 1880, and is therefore not yet fifty years of age. Already, however, he has received every honor which can come to an architect in his country, save only the presidency of the Royal Institute of British Architects, which, it is said, will be his whenever he feels that he can give the necessary time. He has already been president of the junior body, The Architectural Association, and the American Institute of Architects has recognized his work by electing him an Honorary Corresponding Member. He was elected a member of the Royal Academy at an earlier age than any one since Turner.

Sir Giles, as is well known, comes from an architectural family. His grandfather, Sir Gilbert, designed St. Pancras Station, the Albert Memorial, the Foreign Office, and hundreds of what Professor Reilly in Building calls "hard mechanical churches up and down the country. He might be described as the destroyer of cathedrals, just as his grandson, I hope, will be the maker of more than one." It is from Sir Giles's father, however, that he obtains his sympathetic touch, his ability to get fine quality out of his materials, and a genuine interest in detail.
First-Floor Plan

Ground-Floor Plan

Chester House, Clarendon Place, London, W.
The Home of Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, Architect
Vault door as seen from the lobby, Guaranty Building (now called the Postal Life Building), New York; York & Sawyer, architects. The plan and details are shown overleaf.

North corridor in the safe-deposit department, of which details appear overleaf.
NOTES
Booth-Room Details and Plans of Safe-Deposit Vaults,
Guaranty Building, New York City, and the Brooklyn Trust Co., Brooklyn
York & Sawyer, Architects

General: In bank planning often the most difficult problems are met in the basement, because of the conflicting requirements of boiler-room and safe-deposit department, the former needing street access for coal and supplies, and therefore advantageous nearness to the front, while the safe-deposit department is also best placed there to afford easy entrance without requiring clients to walk the length of the banking-room above. In both examples shown here the property was on a corner, obviating this difficulty. In general it is considered an important asset to have the main door to the vault on the axis of the stairs, so that clients on entering the lobby are confronted with its impressive appearance. In the plans overleaf there are two schemes for arranging booth-rooms: surrounding (or partly so) the vault with rooms which open off both sides of the long corridors, as in the Guaranty Building, or providing a series of short corridors off which the booth-rooms open, as in the Brooklyn Trust Company. In both cases the corridors are barrel vaults with penetrations, with the vaults springing from a line just above the doors and producing the effect of a substantial crypt. Toilet-rooms should not be overlooked, these preferably opening off a small anteroom. The booth-rooms in greatest demand are the ones for single persons, although a certain number should be provided for two or three persons, and to accommodate committees. The plans shown give an idea of the essentials and their arrangement: entrance-lobby, protecting grille, vault, corridors with booth-rooms, observation space and passages surrounding the vault, toilet-rooms, etc. It is frequently good practice to build the vault several times larger than the bank officials deem necessary, because the greatest expense is not so much the reinforced concrete wall, but the door. The extra space can be used by the bank as its currency vault (which should be a part of the clients' safe-deposit vault but partitioned off from it), book storage for records, and silver storage. Space in the basement should be allotted for "storage," which at some future time may be devoted to silver or book storage in case the needs for safe-deposit boxes increase.

Observation Space: Along one of the sides of the vault it has sometimes been the practice to install glass floor sections with reflectors which revealed the under side of the vault floor. While this has not been incorporated in many recent vaults, its value as interesting prospective clients by illustrating how even the floor of the vault is under the watchman's observation cannot be denied. At the corners where one passage meets another at right angles, it is usual to place mirrors in order that the watchman can observe the entire perimeter of the vault from one point.

Ventilation: Not only all booth-rooms and committee-rooms must be provided with forced ventilation, but particularly the main vault, at one end of which is usually provided an emergency door and an air chamber. The system will require an engineer to lay it out, but if the architect will allow space for an air chamber, as in the plan of the Guaranty Building, it will facilitate ventilation details later.

Vault Wall: Opinion as to the best type of wall for a safe-deposit vault is constantly undergoing modification as regards the manner of reinforcing, but the generally accepted basis is a concrete wall two feet thick, reinforced, and lined in a special manner with electrical protection. Floor and ceiling construction are also matters for an expert to determine.

Lobby: This should be so planned that an attendant can control the vault supervision as well as confer with clients, and it should be large enough so that the card index (with signatures for identification) and other administration details can be provided for without being cramped.

Position of Vault: The safe-deposit department sometimes an independent organization from that of the bank, or a branch of it, in which case the first floor will have to be so planned that access to the safe-deposit vault can be both from the lobby of the building and from the banking-room, so that if the banking-room is closed but the safe department open clients can still gain entrance. Usually on a lot hemmed in at the sides by party walls it works out so that the vault is either at the front or the rear.
A NEW RECORD AND A NEW ERA

The breaking of previous records in volume of construction has come to be a story worn by much repetition. The constant increase in yearly totals since 1921 has brought, each year, the conviction among many excellent judges that the peak had at last been reached and that a set-back was inevitable. Meanwhile this consistent topping of previous totals brought the latest figures to a level just about twice as high as that recorded for the year 1914.

The year 1928 started out in a manner that lent considerable weight to the feeling that the top had been reached and that the curve must turn downward. January showed a loss over the corresponding month of 1927. February, March, and April showed no signs that any new records were to be set. Then June rounded up a total that exceeded all previous figures for a single month. July dropped back slightly but August jumped ahead again. Then came a sensational spurt, the result of orders and shipments in the first part of the year that were now beginning to be reflected in construction figures. From early fall until the end of the year the rush of work swamped all previous totals, with the final result that new records for individual months were set eight times during the year.

The presidential year left a record which stands at the moment as the greatest volume of building ever accomplished by a nation during any single year in the history of mankind.

We spent for construction of all types the staggering sum of eight billions of dollars. Of this amount, D. A. Garber, general manager of the Associated General Contractors of America, estimates that general building took $5,500,000,000; engineering and construction, including public works, $1,000,000,000; highway construction, $1,000,000,000; and railway construction $500,000,000.

An outstanding fact in an analysis of the figures is the success of the carefully waged campaign against the traditional damper of seasonal declines. As a nation of builders we are coming nearer and nearer to the conviction that we can keep on building through the winter months.

Unquestionably greater than any other factor in our building activities has been the constantly rising standard of American life. Which, perhaps, is but to say that we build because we are prosperous; or, that we are prosperous because we are building. We might even sum it up in the old platitude that “nothing succeeds like success.” The fact is, however, that we have begun to grasp an entirely new idea in human relationships, and that is that the consumer is not, as we used to think, a portion of the public parked somewhere by itself, with nothing to do but to buy and consume. The consumer is the producer, when, as, and if the said producer is well paid for his work and has enough leisure from his working hours to enjoy life and what goes with it in this day and generation. There are those who fear the five-day week to-day just as there were those who feared the eight-hour day, yet both are part of our inevitable march onward with the tide of increasing production coupled with increasing consumption.

A TAX ON ART

The proposal to tax the incoming works of foreign painters so as to enable our own artists to live in the luxury to which they have become accustomed is an absurdity so gross as to be distasteful even to comment upon. A protective tariff has done great things for this country in enabling us to develop a high standard of living behind a wall that kept out the products of cheap labor. In the case of a steel knife or a piece of optical glass, a price-equalization device of this kind is a governing factor. Does any one believe that paintings are bought on a price basis? Can any one conceive of making the American buyer of paintings take what he does not like merely because it is a few dollars cheaper than what he prefers? And, aside from these considerations, would we as a people knowingly make it any more difficult for us to see and possess what is good in the art of other countries? As Mr. Duncan Phillips said before the Ways and Means Committee: “...as a measure of repression against cultural growth, it is worthy of the Dark Ages at their darkest moment or of the interior of China and its dread of the ‘Foreign Devils.’” The protection of manufacturing is one thing; the repression of art is another.
Model of the proposed Central Riverfront Development, St. Louis, Mo. Designed by the City Plan Commission: E. J. Russell, chairman; William D. Crowell, architect consultant; Harold Bartholomew, engineer

Architectural News in Photographs

The present status of the Arlington Memorial Bridge across the Potomac at Washington. In the foreground is a full-size section in plaster. McKim, Mead & White, architects

The Telephone Building, Kansas City, doubled in height. Hoit, Price & Barnes, architects

The Jefferson Davis Memorial, an obelisk 350 feet high, at Fairview, Ky.

The proposed Barbizon-Plaza, for artists, New York City. Frank Grad, architect
Above, the original building of the Hardware Mutual Insurance Company at Stevens Point, Wis.

The enlarged Hardware Mutual Insurance Building, Stevens Point, Wis. Childs & Smith, architects

The architects' model of the new 22-story building to be erected by the Pennsylvania Railroad on the new Pennsyl-

vania Boulevard, Philadelphia. Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, architects

New Portrait Busts in the Hall of Fame

Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Daniel Chester French, Sculptor

Henry Clay.
Robert Aiken, N. A., Sculptor

James Madison.
Charles Keck, Sculptor

Emma Willard.
Frances Grimes, Sculptor

William Cullen Bryant.
Herbert Adams, Sculptor
Winning Design for the Bailey Memorial Fountain, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Egerton Swartwout, Architect; Eugene F. Savage, Sculptor

The designs of the various competitors were represented by plot plans on paper and by models. Spun glass has been used in the winning model to simulate the fountain jets
A Pictorial Review of Modern Architecture in Europe

By F. R. YERBURY, Hon. A. R. I. B. A.

Universum Cinema, Berlin

Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
Universum Cinema, Berlin

Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
Universum Cinema, Berlin

Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
Additions to building of the Berliner Tageblat, Berlin; Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
APARTMENT-HOUSE, Berlin

ARCHITECT: Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
Schocken Stores, Stuttgart. Erich Mendelsohn, Architect

The glass tower contains a spiral stair-case of concrete.
Model, Factory of the Leningrad Textile Trust, Leningrad; Erich Mendelsohn, Architect

Model, Motor-Yacht Club of Germany, Wannsee; Erich Mendelsohn, Architect
It is with great pleasure that Architecture awards for the second time its medals for excellence in design. In the first series of competitions, which were held monthly during the year March 1, 1927–March 1, 1928, the three medals were awarded to the three contestants rated highest among the sixty who won the monthly prizes. In the second series of competitions there were but four competitions in the year and twenty winners of prizes.

The task of the Jury of Award this year, therefore, which consisted of Messrs. Raymond M. Hood, Ralph T. Walker, and the Editor of Architecture, was somewhat easier than last year's task. The drawings represented four subjects rather than twelve, with a corresponding decrease in the difficulties of choosing the best among designs for widely varying subjects.

The jury has unanimously agreed upon the awards as indicated below.

Architecture takes this opportunity of thanking the many contestants for their interest in the problems set and Messrs. Hood and Walker for their conscientious labors in the jury's deliberations.

Alexis V. Lapteff, Ann Arbor, Mich. Awarded Architecture's Silver Medal

At left, the design for which Angelo Zava was awarded Architecture's Gold Medal—the façade of a village gift shop. Mr. Zava was born in Venice, 1899, came to this country at an early age and studied at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. He has worked in the offices of Warren & Wetmore, H. T. Lindeberg, Pierpont Davis, Dwight James Baum, McKim, Mead & White, and is now with Smith & Bassette, Hartford.

An entrance gateway to a country estate was the problem in which the above design was awarded First Prize, and its author, T. R. Stephens, is now awarded Architecture's Bronze Medal. Mr. Stephens found his early architectural training in Southern offices, and was with Carl Reger, Morgantown, when he won the first competition of this Second Series. He is now completing the architectural course at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh.

Alexis V. Lapteff won the fourth competition with this design for an office-building information booth, and is now awarded Architecture's Silver Medal. He began his architectural training in Russia, acquiring his early experience in offices of Russian, Hungarian, Spanish, and American architects. He is now a senior at the University of Michigan School of Architecture.
The basic utilitarian idea which prompted Mr. Walker's design is the need for adaptable shelf space. This has been secured in a manner made clear by the working drawings which follow. The walls consist of a series of rectangular panels of Chinese willow veneered on a pine base. When the need for space arises—for books, pottery, whatnot, which one would enjoy having in sight—one pushes the lower edge of a panel and it thereupon becomes a shelf.

A Man's Study in a Country House
Ralph T. Walker, Architect

A Part of the Eleventh Exhibition of American Industrial Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City

33
A man's study in a country house

Ralph T. Walker, Architect
The idealized drafting-table
From the full-size details, showing the adaptable shelf mechanism
Collaborating with Ralph T. Walker were the following: Woodwork executed by Elt Berman Co.; plaster ceiling by Joseph A. Cuddihy; ceiling and frieze decoration, Ernest F. Tyler and Mack, Jenney & Tyler; floor by Hasbrouck Flooring Co.; fireplace stonework from models by Stifter & De Cesare, Inc., executed by Benedict Stone Corporation; rug, Frank A. Haas and M. J. Whitall Associates; furniture, W. and J. Sloane
Corner of the room with drafting-table removed and gun rack open; and part elevation of same end
Kenwood Apartments, Great Neck, Long Island

LE ROY P. WARD, ARCHITECT

Photographs by S. H. Gottscho
Aerial Perspectives without Distortion

By A. W. K. Billings, Jr.

With the usual methods of perspective construction an aerial perspective is made by selecting the station point (the point from which the object is viewed) high off the ground and then projecting the object onto a vertical plane as shown in Fig. 1. Then, if the perspective is to be viewed without distortion, the eye of the observer should be placed in the same position as the station point, as shown in Fig. 2. Normally, however, perspectives are never viewed in this way. It is natural for a person to view a drawing on a line perpendicular to the surface of the drawing, as shown in Fig. 3. The perspective drawing viewed in this way becomes distorted, for all vertical dimensions become extended. In instances where views are constructed of large areas, such as aviation fields, this distortion becomes so marked that it gives a decidedly wrong impression, which is directly contrary to the intent of a perspective.

It is the object of this article to develop a method of perspective construction which will be no more difficult than the customary methods and which can be used for the laying out of aerial perspectives without distortion.

This can be done by selecting the station point at any desired location and then passing a picture plane perpendicular to a line drawn from the station point to the centre of the object, as shown in Fig. 4. The object, projected onto this plane, then will give a picture which when viewed normally will not have any marked distortion.

The procedure for this method is as follows: Laying the plan of the object out, as in Fig. 5, and the elevation as in Fig. 6, select any desired station point, shown in Fig. 5 as $SP_h$ and in Fig. 6 as $SP_v$. Then in the plane of the ground locate a line $mm$ which will be perpendicular to the line $SP_h - A$ (a line drawn from the station point to about the centre of the object). Give this line definite terminals at $m$ and $n$ which will lie outside of the projection of the object on this line. Locate $mn$ in the vertical projection, $m'n'$. Then from $m'$ and $n'$ construct two lines parallel to the vertical plane, $m'o'$ and $n'p'$ which are perpendicular to $SP_e - A^1$ (the vertical projection of $SP_h - A$). $o'p'$ is a line parallel to $m'n'$ and located anywhere outside of the projection of the object upon this plane. We now project $o'p'$ to the horizontal plane, giving $op$. This plane, $mno'$, is a plane with definite boundaries, shown in the horizontal projection as $mno'$ and in the vertical projection as $m'n'o'p'$, and upon this picture plane we shall project the object.

The lines $mm$ and $op$ are shown in their true length, and the lines $m'o'$ and $n'p'$ are also shown in their true length; therefore we can construct the true size of this plane as in Fig. 7, being careful to note that $OM$ is at the left, $PN$ at the right, $OP$ at the top, and $MN$ at the bottom.

Now to find the point at which any line of vision drawn from the station point to the object passes through the picture plane we proceed as follows: Draw a line from the station point to any desired point in the object, say $E$. In the horizontal view this line crosses $mm$ at 1 and $op$ at 1 (denoted herein as $mnl$ and $opl$, etc.). We know that the point where this line of vision intersects the picture plane must be somewhere between $mnl$ and $opl$, which is, in
FIG 5. horizontal view

FIG 6. vertical view

FIG 7. perspective tick strips
effect, the horizontal projection of the line of vision upon the picture plane. Lay off this line on the true picture plane MNOP (Fig. 7) by taking on OP the distance O1 equal to o1 and on MN the distance M1 equal to m1. Joining these two points we get a line somewhere along which the line of vision from SPn to E passes through the picture plane. Similarly in the vertical projection a line drawn from the station point to E1 will cross m'01 at 1 and n'p'1 at l, and the point of intersection of this same line of vision with the picture plane must be somewhere along m'o1'n'p'1. As before, laying off on OM the distance O1 equal to o1, and on PN the distance P1 equal to p1, we get two points on the vertical sides of our true picture plane, and the point at which the line of vision in question passes through the picture plane will be somewhere along the line joining these two points. The point is naturally at E1, the intersection of the two lines PNI–OMI and OP1–MN1.

This is the whole theory of this system of perspective projection. It may appear at first glance to be unduly long, but in practice many points are laid out at once, and with tick strips they are rapidly transferred from the horizontal and vertical projections to the true picture plane. It is important to keep clearly in mind when the plane is first laid out in both projections and in its true dimensions, the relative location of the edges. For example, in Fig. 6 the vertical edge o'm1 is to the right of the edge p'n, yet on the true picture plane in Fig. 7 the case is reversed. Whether it is reversed or not will depend upon the location of the object in relation to the station point and picture plane.

An easy method of avoiding confusion in this matter when ticking off is to draw colored lines beside the edges of the picture plane, keeping the same color for one edge throughout, that is om, o'm1, and OM, and the om line of the tick strip, as shown.

It will be noted that no lines in the perspective are parallel, unless they happen to be projections from parallel lines in a plane of the object parallel to the picture plane. This general method will be found to lead to variations which will be extremely useful in exceptional problems of perspective. Problems are apt to present themselves which cannot be properly solved by the ordinary methods, and with a system which will permit us to tip our picture plane to any desired angle (always remembering that the station point should be along a line drawn perpendicularly from about the centre of the picture plane) a new field is opened which should go far toward increasing the value of perspectives to the architect.

It will be noted that when the picture plane is tilted to form a right angle with the line of vision, the verticals are no longer perpendicular to the base of the drawing.
Thursday, April 25.—An inspection of the drawings and models of the proposed Government buildings to be erected in the triangle along Pennsylvania Avenue left at least some of us cold. It is evident that a great amount of painstaking, conscientious effort has been put in upon this work by men whose ability and judgment cannot be doubted. Nevertheless, though it be rank heresy to whisper it, I cannot help a slight shudder at the prospect of those ranks upon ranks of nearly identical classic limestone façades, those thousands of equally spaced windows, those miles of uniform cornice lines, those vast façades unbroken by a single vertical note other than column or pilaster. Is it absolutely necessary to sacrifice upon the altar of classic uniformity every last vestige of individuality? Is it our conception of good architecture to build a group of our most important national buildings in such ironclad uniformity of mien that no citizen, entering one of these portals, can tell whether he will find himself in a court, a library, a bank, a chamber of commerce, or a museum?

Friday, April 26.—Back again in New York where the Convention delegates are come to see the Architectural and Allied Arts Exposition and to gather at the banquet which closes the Sixty-second Convention of the A. I. A.

Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion House model continues to draw the interest of forward-looking architects at the Architectural League library, just as it did in an upper private room at the hotel in Washington during the convention. It stimulates the brain as setting-up exercises and a cold shower stimulate the body.

Saturday, April 27.—At dinner Harvey Corbett told me more in detail of the basic idea of traffic segregation which he outlined at the convention in Washington: rail traffic below grade, wheel traffic on the present street levels, foot traffic at a second-story level in shopping arcades, with bridges at the street intersections. Some such segregation is inevitable in the congested districts of the larger cities, and could easily be provided for in advance if we were foresighted enough to plan accordingly. Yet already we are raising our wheel traffic to the upper level in places, and long ago we raised our rail traffic to elevated structures—both of them awkward and costly make-shifts as compared with the logical division first mentioned.

Thursday, May 2.—Lunched with Howard Greenley, Harrie Lindeberg, Monroe Hewlett, Royal C. Sismon, Grant LaFarge, and others at the Coffee House, when Lindeberg propounded a question which for us has as yet no answer: Why is it that any new assembling of structural steel draws the etchers like flies to a pot of jam, while as soon as the architectural dress is put upon the framework, the interest and appeal vanish?

Friday, May 3.—Motored to Princeton with Dwight James Baum and L. W. C. Tuthill, on the first lap of a journey into Virginia to see the old brickwork of the Cavaliers. Stopped the night at the Princeton Inn, which Andrew J. Thomas designed and which is very pleasing, but which would be still more so if the brickwork were not skintled. After dinner we inspected the architectural department and found many at work on the final rendering of a project. The chapel was closed, but we marveled over the charm of Klauder’s dormitory groups, done with such consummate skill as to mass and scale. It is the treatment of dormer or minor gable, the juxtaposition of widely different openings, the asymmetry that, while refreshingly unexpected, seems nevertheless so surely right—it is all this, is it not? that gives Collegiate Gothic its greatest appeal.

Saturday, May 4.—Over into Pennsylvania, passing through Allentown and Bethlehem, Reading, Ephrata, Lancaster, York, and to Gettysburg, where, after a painful inspection of late-nineteenth-century monuments marring the beauty of that historic battle-field, we put up for the night. All day long we have enjoyed the panorama of good stone houses of a hundred years ago, too frequently scarred by modern improvements, and the magnificent barns. The latter have always the onlooker along the longer dimension to the south, under the protection of which are the stalls, while on the other side is the wide sloping approach, between stone retaining walls, to the second-floor level where hay, and often tobacco, is stored. And on the painted superstructure of wood, supported by the great stone end walls slit vertically for ventilation, are the circular “witches’ signs,” like elaborately plotted backgrounds of the mariner’s compass.

Sunday, May 5.—Down through the lovely valley of the Shenandoah, through Harper’s Ferry, Winchester, New Market, Harrisonburg to Staunton, near which we found at evening the lovely Folly Farm, designed by Thomas Jefferson for his friend Mr. Cochrane and still owned by one of his direct descendants, Mr. Joseph Smith Cochrane. The house gives a first impression not unlike Homewood, and has a garden enclosed by one of Jefferson’s favorite features, the ser-
pentane wall, though lower in height than the better-known one at the University of Virginia.

Crossed the Blue Ridge and motored down into Charlottesville in the late evening, where we were joined by Messrs. H. R. Garden and A. M. Tinsley, who know a lot about early Virginia brickwork and want to know more.

Monday, May 6.—All day wandering about the University, Jefferson's greatest architectural achievement, under the hospitable guidance of Edmund S. Campbell, who left his work as director of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design last fall to become head of the architectural department at Charlottesville. The growing needs of the University are bringing many new buildings upon the campus, but with it all the glorious atmosphere of the central library and its dependent colonnades and dormitory ranges, its many white columns, its white-soffitted arcades, its mellow old red brick, remains unspoiled.

Motored out to Monticello, now a National Monument and, as such, lacking much of the domestic quality which inevitably passes with the incoming public. More than ever did it seem to me an architectural "tour de force" rather than a gentleman's country home.

Tuesday, May 7.—Up early and motored out to Farmington, a country estate built in several successive stages, and now remodelled as a most attractive country club. Back to Charlottesville for breakfast, another lingering look at the University and James Monroe's office, then on south to Bremo, a little-known mansion on the upper James, designed by Jefferson, and built soon after 1800 by his friend, General John Hartwell Cocke. It is now sadly fallen from its former glory. Its great stone barn, with columned portico and classic arches, is one of the most elaborate in all the South.

The famous West Range, University of Virginia, in which are the rooms once occupied by Poe, Woodrow Wilson, and other famous alumni

Continued south for a glimpse of Charlotte Court House, then back to Lynchburg, after a long day.

Wednesday, May 8.—Westward to Poplar Forest, once Jefferson's summer home and now so used by the Hutters of Lynchburg. It too was designed by Jefferson—a particularly ingenious plan of one story and basement. It is a true octagon with a square centre room, originally top-lighted, surrounded by rooms having half-octagonal ends. These adjoin at the middle of the octagon's alternate sides with axial fireplaces back to back, served by four chimneys. There is a four-columned portico at front and rear. One particularly interesting feature is that the bricks are specially moulded for the octagon's corners, obviating a lot of rubbing.

Retracing our course through Lynchburg, we drove eastward nearly across the state, to Petersburg, and on down the James River to see Brandon. Here, surely, are two of the most beautiful places in America. Upper Brandon, an estate of 3,500 acres, in the home of Mr. Otway Byrd, who, like his distinguished ancestor, Colonel William Byrd, of Westover, spends his days in making his arable acres produce grains and tobacco. Lower Brandon too, is in good hands and its gardens and glorious boxwood are at their best. We visited both places in early evening, when the long shadows of the great trees were particularly lovely. Back to Petersburg for a late dinner, thinking to return to Brandon on the morrow and photograph it.

Thursday, May 9.—Awoke to a day of steady rain and reluctantly turned north instead of down the James. Through Richmond and up to Fredericksburg, when the rain ceased and gave us late afternoon sunlight on Chatham, built presumably in 1721 by a Fitzhugh and named in honor of his friend, William Pitt, Earl of Chatham. Mark Sullivan once owned this lovely place and I cannot imagine why he ever left it, though it must have been a bit far from Washington for his convenience. Colonel Devore now owns the place and is lavishing care and attention upon the magnificent gardens—again with some of the finest boxwood in America.

On to Washington and into a sleeper for New York.

Friday, May 10.—With Raymond Hood and Ralph Walker at lunch, judging Architecture's Competition IV, the results of which were printed last month. At the same sitting we determined the winners of the gold, silver, and bronze medals, as announced elsewhere in these pages.
ARCHITECTURE

Wednesday, May 15.—Talked with Charles H. Higgins about the Schenec- tady Competition for a new City Hall, the winning design of which, by McKim, Mead & White, we published last month. Here was a really ideal competition as to its conduct and results. Incidentally, the style was prescribed in the programme with a penalty, since the competitors were each to be paid $500, unless they departed from the programme.

Thursday, May 16.—F. Scott Williams told an interested assembly in The Architectural League something about Jay Hambidge's theories of "dynamic symmetry." Ralph Walker, chairman of the Entertainment Committee, being unable to find any one else to take the other side of the argument, undertook that task very ably himself. Mark Barr, however, a distinguished mathematician, furnished much of the entertainment when he attacked Hambidge's theories as being undemonstrable from a mathematical view-point. Some of the argument, pro and con, is to appear in an early issue.

Saturday, May 18.—Lunched with Francis Scott Bradford and Frank Schwartz, the mural painters, and Lorimer Rich, who recently won the competition for the Unknown Soldier's Tomb at Arlington. Rich was awaiting with a natural impatience, the decision on the Bailey Memorial competition. Here is a competition which is unique, so far as we know, in that the contractor is directly involved. It was felt essential that the cost of the memorial should not exceed a definite amount. Cubage tests were valueless in such a distinctly sculptural memorial, so the competing architects were asked to nominate each a reliable contractor. These names were then drawn by lot and assigned each to one of the competitors. With the sealed envelope containing the contractor's name was included an offer from his contractor, under bond, to build the memorial for a stated sum within the maximum available. By the terms of the programme, the opening of the winner's envelope automatically engaged the architect and completed a contract with the builder. Just what might happen later between architect and contractor, when the details were more fully developed, doth not now appear.

Monday, May 20.—Lunched with Mark Barr, continuing the discussion relative to the so-called Golden Section or Divina Proportionis, which ratio, whether or not used by the Greeks as a controlling factor in design, had not been given in a law of Nature applied to plant and animal forms. Mr. Barr makes out a good case for its having been applied in aesthetics solely as a fetish. Believed to have come from the gods, it must, the Egyptians felt, have in it the essential rightness for all things. However, here is a fascinatingly dim trait that leads back 3,000 years B. C., and one which I hope Mr. Barr will cast some light upon through these pages in an early issue.

Tuesday, May 21.—A letter comes from Gerald K. Geerlings with many picturesque details of his experiences in cycling through England. Frost, cold rain, and even snow and hail seem to be productive of chilblains as a complement to the architectural vistas of the English countryside. Even though he is keeping off the main roads and away from the large towns, he reports that the traffic has almost reached the point where the traditional architectural cycling expedition is becoming too dangerous an occupation, all of which will be sad news to many an architectural draftsman who is building future plans upon the pleasant experiences of our elders.

Thursday, May 23.—William Arthur Payne, who has served as chairman of the Standards Committee, New York Building Congress, tells me of the Standard Specifications now being issued by the Congress. Here is a well-considered effort to go a step further than the A. I. A.'s compilation of General Conditions, and bring into conveniently obtainable form a part of the specifications which will describe quality of materials and workmanship, in accordance with accepted standards as worked out by the architects and all other elements of the building industry. Using these printed sheets, purchasable in whole or in part, the architect need only set forth, in a preliminary section, the extent of the work and any special excep-

A curious habit of chimney building is found throughout Virginia—the upper portion offset to avoid cutting through the ridge and gable timbers.

tions to the standard. Standardization of these constantly duplicated specification paragraphs in this manner will not only save the architect much labor in specification writing, but will also greatly simplify the estimator and make unnecessary the reading of much repetitive matter in the search for a hidden "joker" or some justifiable departure from current practice.

Monday, May 27.—A most enthusiastic gathering of some one hundred and twenty-five congenial souls came together to-night in honor of Kenneth Murchison, at The Architectural League. What Murchison has done, not only for the Beaux Art Society, but for the League, particularly in his acquisition of the present clubhouse, are facts that are already widely known. Under George Chappell's direction, and with the assistance of Arthur Waddell and members of the staff, the gathering was permitted to see tableaux taken ostensibly from Murchison's early and more recent life, not only in Paris, but in New York.

Wednesday, May 29.—There is nothing particularly surprising in a news item to the effect that one of New York's important buildings is to be torn down, and a new one erected on the site. These items appear every day. It comes rather as a jolt, however, to find that the Century Theatre is to make way for a sixty-five-story structure. Many of us will remember the great importance of the competition held for the New Theatre (now the Century) which was won by Carrère & Hastings. On the twentieth anniversary of its ambitious opening, next November, the wreckers will be tearing it apart. On the afternoon of November 6, 1909, Mr. Hastings handed the keys of the building to J. P. Morgan, the elder, who thereupon dedicated it "to the services of the drama and the citizens of New York."

Friday, May 31.—Eugene Savage, having won most of the available honors in mural painting, including the Gold Medal of The Architectural League, demonstrated his versatility by entering and winning the Bailey Memorial Fountain for Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn, in association with Egerton Swartwout. The problem was largely a sculptural one, and Mr. Savage entered the competition as a sculptor. This rather startling development is apparently less surprising to Mr. Swartwout than it will be to the profession. Mr. Swartwout says that Eugene Savage is fundamentally a designer of great power, not merely a painter, and that his ability in design will manifest itself whether he is working as a mural painter, with marble in the round, or in some other medium.
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The News Building, New York City. John M. Howells and Raymond M. Hood, Architects

Western Union Telegraph Building, New York City. Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, Architects

Arthur Jordan Building, Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind. Robert Frost Daggett, Architect; Thomas Hibben, associate
Power House, Michigan City, Ind. Holabird & Root, Architects. Drawing by Gilbert Hall

New Jersey Bell Telephone Building, Newark, N.J. Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, Architects

House of Henry Heide, Jr., Fieldston, N.Y. Julius Gregory, Architect
The Crucifixion. Bronze and enamel plaque. Designed by Knud Laub; executed by Rambusch Decorating Co.

Main hotel of a Beach Club. Raymond Hood, Godley & Fouilhoux, Architects. Etching by J. Jonglass

Library of Boston College, Newton, Mass. Maginnis & Walsh, Architects

House of A. W. Lawrence, garden side, Bronxville, N.Y. Penrose V. Stout, Architect

P. A. Nyholm
Wichita Art Institute, ultimate development, Wichita, Kan. Clarence S. Stein, Architect

Winning Design, lighting fixture for Beaux Arts Institute of Design. Frank B. Houlihan, Designer; Cox, Nostrand & Gunnison, Craftsmen

Enclosed Tennis Court for Harrison Williams, Bayville, Long Island. Delano & Aldrich, Architects

In the garden of Mrs. Howard Bonbright, GrossePointe, Mich. Ruth Dean, Landscape Architect. Awarded Gold Medal of Honor for Landscape Architecture
"Death and Youth." War Memorial, St. Paul's School Chapel.
Daniel C. French, Sculptor

Helmle, Corbett & Harrison, Architects

James Monroe Hewlett, Painter

Entrance detail, Maccabees Office Building, Detroit, Mich. Albert Kahn, Inc., Architects and Engineers

Below, Reflecting Pool, in the garden of M. K. Blackmer, Denver, Colo. S. R. De Boer, Landscape Architect
# Architecture's Portfolio of Quoins

**Subjects of Previous Portfolios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panelling of the English Types</td>
<td>Jan., 1927</td>
<td>Door Hoods</td>
<td>Mar., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stairway Details (Georgian, Early American, etc.)</td>
<td>Feb., 1927</td>
<td>Bay Windows</td>
<td>Apr., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone Masonry Textures</td>
<td>Mar., 1927</td>
<td>Cupolas</td>
<td>May., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Chimneys</td>
<td>Apr., 1927</td>
<td>Garden Gates</td>
<td>June, 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanlights and Other Overdoor Treatments</td>
<td>May, 1927</td>
<td>Stair Ends</td>
<td>July, 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textures of Brickwork</td>
<td>June, 1927</td>
<td>Balconies</td>
<td>Aug., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Railings</td>
<td>July, 1927</td>
<td>Garden Walls</td>
<td>Sept., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Hardware</td>
<td>Aug., 1927</td>
<td>Arcades</td>
<td>Oct., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladian Motives</td>
<td>Sept., 1927</td>
<td>Decorative Plaster Ceilings</td>
<td>Nov., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gable Ends</td>
<td>Oct., 1927</td>
<td>Cornices and Entablatures of Wood</td>
<td>Dec., 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial Top-Railings of Wood</td>
<td>Nov., 1927</td>
<td>Doorway Lighting</td>
<td>Jan., 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular and Oval Windows (Classic and Renaissance)</td>
<td>Dec., 1927</td>
<td>Fireplaces of English Types</td>
<td>Feb., 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in Bookcases</td>
<td>Jan., 1928</td>
<td>Gate-Post Tops</td>
<td>Mar., 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimney Tops</td>
<td>Feb., 1928</td>
<td>Garden Steps</td>
<td>Apr., 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rain Leader Heads</td>
<td>May, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Garden Pools</td>
<td>June, 1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subjects in Preparation for Future Issues**

- Aids to Fenestration
- Balustrades
- Bank Screens
- Banking-room Furniture
- Belt Courses
- Brick, Moulded
- China Cupboards
- Circular Gothic Windows
- Clock Towers
- Corbels
- Driveways, Entrance
- Elevator Doors
- Entrance Porches
- Fences
- Finials
- Flêches
- Garden Shelters
- Gothic Doorways
- Interior Paving
- Niches
- Organ Cases
- Outside Stairways
- Over-Mantel Treatments
- Patios
- Pulpits
- Second-story Porches
- Stucco Textures
- Treillage
- Urns
- Verandahs
- Weather Vanes
- Window Grilles

Photographs showing interesting examples under any of these headings will be welcomed by the Editor.
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EVERETT PHIPPS BABCOCK
Every elevator door requirement is met by R-W equipment: Hangers, closers, checks, interlocks, electric operation and signal systems of all modern types.

EVERY door in entire shaft must be closed to permit movement of the car. One master switch simultaneously controls interlocks on all floors. Only one switch to inspect. Gravity operated—no springs or chains to give trouble. The results are 100% safety, 100% easy maintenance, exclusive features of R-W equipment.

Rental on space saved by R-W closers can pay original cost in one year. Single type closers require NO SPACE behind doors. Two and three speed types require ONLY ONE-HALF INCH CLEARANCE, compared with 5 to 7½ inches required by other equipment. One 20-story building with 6 elevators saved 1030 square feet of floor space. Hundreds of other cases, information on request.

The amazing silence, smooth operation and other distinguishing features of R-W equipment for all types of doors are fully described in Catalog No. 44. Send for it...a revelation in modern elevator door engineering.
Lackawanna, N. Y., Schools

FIRST INSTALLATION, Public School No. 3 . . . . 1923
SECOND " " " No. 2 . . . . 1924
THIRD " " " No. 5 . . . . 1924

and now—
these four new schools—all equipped with
PEERVENT Heating and Ventilating Units

Peerless Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.
Pioneers in Unit Ventilation
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Selling Agents in Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

Architects
Lackawanna, N. Y., Schools
Bley & Loman
Buffalo, N. Y.
Alterations Simplified
With This Stronger, Tougher Better Gypsum Partition Tile

Cutting through a wall, for an extra door, is an easy matter if the wall is made of Gypsteel Partition Tile. The opening can be evenly and easily sawed, the bucks fitted, trim applied, and door hung. The job is quickly and inexpensively done. No plastering and decorating necessary, as the trim covers up the evenly sawed edges of the Gypsteel Partition Tile.

Partitions made of this block can also be easily rearranged. The blocks can be salvaged for reuse.

Gypsteel Partition Tile possess every requirement of a perfect fireproof material. They are light in weight and provide a splendid sound insulation. Gypsteel Tile are of great strength and toughness.

The strength and toughness is the result of the method by which Gypsteel Gypsum is dissolved from phosphate rock. The crystal structure is not broken up. The crystals bind together like bricks in a wall, yet this better tile costs no more.

Immediate motor truck deliveries from stock anywhere in the New York metropolitan zone.

STRUCTURAL GYPSUM CORPORATION
General Offices: LINDEN, N. J. Sales Offices: In Principal Cities
A New Window
for Office Buildings

Glaring sunlight is reflected to the ceiling from the shaded Donovan Awning Type Window and is there diffused to provide ideal lighting for the room. Other advantages of these windows are better ventilation, superior design, quality workmanship and easy operation. The lower sash controls the opening and closing of the upper sash—no poles required. Truscon Donovan Awning Type Windows are made from heavy sections and are economically priced considering their high quality.

Literature and full information on request

TRUSCON STEEL CO., YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Sales and Engineering Offices in
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland
Pacific Coast Distributors:
The Universal Window Company
1916 Broadway, Oakland, Calif.

MODEL 29
TRUSCON DONOVAN AWNING TYPE STEEL WINDOWS

All three sash open. Note the individual shades on each sash acting as awnings when fully drawn.

Upper two sash open — bottom sash closed.
Bottom sash open — upper sash closed.
All three sash closed and weathertight.
Telephone Convenience is an Important Feature in the Planning of Modern Residences

Increasing attention is being given by architects, in the design of modern residences, to the location of telephones. It is becoming generally recognized that the time to plan for telephone arrangements is when a house is being built or remodeled. In co-operation with telephone company representatives, architects are including provision for telephones in the plans of the house by specifying that conduit be laid within the walls. The necessity of exposed wiring is thus easily avoided.

As each residence presents its own special opportunities for telephone convenience, no general rules can be applied. It is naturally desirable that the telephones should be sufficient in number and so located as to insure the greatest ease in the use of the service. Quite frequently telephone outlets are provided in rooms where the service is not needed immediately, but may be desired in the future.

Your local Bell Company will be glad to explain the additional features which constitute complete telephone convenience, and to help you in planning telephone arrangements for individual building projects. Call them today.
ARCHITECTURE'S SERVICE BUREAU
FOR ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECTS AND EVERY ONE INTERESTED WILL FIND HERE THE LATEST AND MOST UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION ON BUILDING EQUIPMENT AND ACTIVITIES IN THE INDUSTRY. THESE PUBLICATIONS MAY BE HAD BY ADDRESSING ARCHITECTURE'S SERVICE BUREAU FOR ARCHITECTS, 597 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. OUR SERVICE BUREAU WILL OBTAIN ANY OTHER CATALOGUES OR DATA YOU REQUIRE.

“THE STORY OF OAK FLOORS”

The architect must be in a position to select the grade of oak flooring and the finish most suitable to carry out the desired scheme. The Oak Flooring Bureau will gladly make suggestions or refer the architect to convenient sources of information. They have a new booklet and several small leaflets that cover specific points on oak floors.

HOT WATER FROM OIL

The Platt is the pioneer of all automatic oil-burning water-heaters. It is guaranteed to deliver hot water to any building, anywhere, automatically, safely, positively, and at lowest cost. The Platt is manufactured by the Morse-White Corporation, who have recently issued a catalogue with specifications.

SANITARY METAL TRIM

Knapp Brothers Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, sends an “Architect’s Hand Book on Metal Trim.” It has been compiled to give service to the architect, engineer, owner, and builder. The products of the company are classified according to their function and the method of presentation is to give the essential information concerning them and to follow this by detail drawings of the various products, with photographic illustrations. The company maintains a technical department to assist in adapting their products to practical conditions.

SEPTIC TANKS

Sewage disposal methods should be fully investigated. There is a problem of human waste and, where sanitary sewers are not available, the problem should be carefully considered. The septic tank provides a system that is practical and reasonable. The Concrete Septic Tank Co. can help scientifically.

A GOOD LIST

Oak Flooring Manufacturers Association of the United States, 1240 Builders Building, Chicago, Ill., suggests that you send for what you want from the following list: “The Story of Oak Floors,” “How and Where to Use Oak Floors,” “Silent Oak, Our Floor Over Your Worn-out Old Floors,” “Oak Flooring for Factories and Warehouses,” “For School Buildings Lay Oak Floors,” “For Hotels Lay Oak Floors.”

THE VICTORY LINE

Modern fire resistant vault doors made by Diebold are explained and shown in color in a loose-leaf portfolio. General recommendations and instructions for vault construction, selection of Diebold style doors and explanation of special features will be found in this portfolio.

J. M. BOOKLETS

“Celite for Concrete.” Celite is not a substitute for Portland cement. It acts as an ultra-fine aggregate, which serves to impart workability and to keep the cement and aggregate uniformly dispersed. The booklet tells how Celite is used and its effect on finished concrete.

“The New Look of Roofs” gives “The Roof from an Architect’s Viewpoint,” as an introduction. This is followed by six interest- ing chapters illustrated in color and attractive. Work will be well worth your while to consult the nearest Johns-Manville dealer for full details.

PRESERVATION AND BEAUTY OF WOOD

Ligni-Salvor is a penetrating stain that preserves the wood by destroying and preventing fung. It is of beautiful natural brown tone which may be walked on, darkened to tone or rubbed to a smooth-surface finish. Ligni-Salvor is not a new product. It has been extensively used in this country for a quarter of a century. An architect who does not already know this “Best Wood Preserver” will be pleased to discover its worthy qualities.

NAMEPLATES OF DISTINCTION

A combination of metals and vitreous enamels enables the Birmingham Guild, Ltd., to produce nameplates for ornamentation of buildings that are not affected by temperature or climate. They are permanently practical and beautiful.

THE KEY TO THE SITUATION

May be found in the Tie-To Insert for metal lath and anchor. No. Tie-To eliminates the use of hanger wires, channels, pencil-rods, clinch nails, etc. The saving in material and labor is considerable. No. Inserts are a modified type to be used for frame construction; for exterior stucco application and masonry veneer anchor. Information regarding various uses and specifications may be had from The Tie-To Insert Co., of Milwaukee.

GOING INTO COLOR

Modern decoration demands color. It must be recognized by manufacturers who seek to add the persuasive effect of color harmonize with the excellences of their wares. And we have builders’ hardware, as you like it, in color combined with natural metal hues. Many charming variations have been created and produced in modern or period designs by P. & F. Corbin. There is a new catalogue on the subject.

HANDLING ASHES

There is never a shortage of ashes. The smallest percentage of unburned fuel calls for some means of disposal. In the case of large cary structures, it means that ashes must be raised or lifted to the street level, quickly, noislessly, and dustlessly. Ashes handling equipments made by the Capitol Lift & Manufacturing Co. are dependable. Catalogue No. 280 will help the architect to select what he needs.

DRIWOOD MOULDINGS

These period moldings are authentic in design, architecturally correct. They are suitable for use for any interior trim. In the new booklet there are cuts of 119 separate moulding designs which may be had in poplar, red gum or maple, or hard woods. The wood used in every case, is scientifically air-dried and kiln-dried, assuring the production of perfect moldings. Henry Klein & Co., Inc., will send you a booklet about Driwood.

BULLETIN No. 582

This bulletin has a wider and more complete range of information regarding Acid-Proof Piping and Laboratory Sinks than anything previously issued. Every effort has been made to secure the most comprehensive treatment of the subject to be found anywhere. The U. S. Stoneware Co., of Akron, O., is America’s strongest manufacturer of guaranteed acid-proof chemical stoneware.

MORE ABOUT SLATE

The many inquiries and questions concerning the finishing of slate and its application have prompted an article, dealing with its producing the furnace and interesting development, published in the latest issue of Struco Slate Review. The soft beautiful texture of natural slate makes it suitable to many architectural and structural uses. Struco slate is a colorful, highly polished, everlasting surface. The illustrations follow the various processes as shown through the text. A complete set of chapters with explanatory data and drawings for your reference file may be had on request to your nearest building products, Lintol and Cork Tile—are also presented. The color reproductions are especially good in this specification folder.

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL CONTROLS

Patents recently acquired by the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company will tend to clarify a situation which has been habitual the furnace and interesting development for some years. In the acquisition of the Edgecombe patent the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company has acquired the practical and technical information needed by the architect and builder to specify permanent linolium floors. Other Armstrong products, Lintoline and Cork Tile are also presented. The color reproductions are especially good in this specification folder.

A NEW “REINFORCING” PLASTER BASE

Ribbed Steetlex for Plaster, the latest development of the National Steel Fabric Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., solves the last of the practical application problems of plaster reinforcement. The improved Steelrex for Plaster is finding a ready and enthusiastic market, as it retains all of the recognized superiorsities of the original Steetlex, and simplifies its handling and application for the common benefit of the lather, the plasterer, and the owner.

“RIDGEWICK”

Entrance to the Genfire Steel Company of Youngstown, Ohio, into the steeldeck roofing field has been announced by officers of the company. G. L. Rees has been named as manager of the new department, and a catalogue showing the company’s products in this field is being issued. Addition of the steeldeck roof to the company’s line of saving and firesafe building products is in keeping with the long-established policy of the company to extend its line of building materials by extending its manufacturing facilities to include new items. The first roof design offered by Genfire is known as Ridgeck. It is made in six-inch widths of Armoct Ingot Iron, each of which locks rigidly to those adjacent to it.
STANDARD SCHOOL EQUIPMENT

Schools of KNAPPE and MORRIS, Architects, Equipped With AUSTRAL WINDOWS.

Ventilation Without Draft

Excellence of design and construction distinguish this group of buildings, in which AUSTRAL WINDOWS provide ideal ventilation, control of light and greater light area.
Steel again shows its importance to progress

Made of COP-R-LOY

For Building Construction—Roofing—nia; tile and dome cordage; gutter and spouting, metal lids, corners, head, window and door casements, clothes and coal chutes, furnaces, ranges, hangers, and many other necessities to convenience, economy, protection from fire and freedom from rust. Important among building needs is Wheeling Pipe, made of COP-R-LOY, the Copper Allo wed Steel, frequently used in the near black finish as well as the bright zinc coated form for extra protection. It is an example of the day’s best pipe making skill as well as the standard of quality in in burial goods, sold and installed by the architect’s specifications by leading plumbers and pipe fitters everywhere.

For Manufacturing Industries—COP-R-LOY is prepared in sheets for manufacturer into as many as five thousand articles, many of which are used in the home, apartment, hotel and office. From the cutting under the highway to the fence of outbuildings, COP-R-LOY provides the workable raw material required for efficient workmanship, reasonable cost and satisfactory service. In other forms such as Plates, Rods, Wire, Brick, Tin, and Terne Plate it serves countless industries.

In sheet form, COP-R-LOY offers extended usefulness under many conditions that ordinarily shorten the life of sheet steel products.

Wheeling COP-R-LOY

The Copper Allo wed Steel

"From Mine To Market"
Clumsy fingers—wandering minds—everyday little accidents—now comes an invention which enables us to say “What of it?” an invention which forces us to revise all our old ideas about floors.

In the past, comfortable and quiet floors were hard to clean. Vice versa, easy-to-clean floors were noisy, cold and fatiguing to walk on.

Then came linoleum—a sound and shock-absorbing floor—a really restful floor. And relatively easy to clean.

For years, the manufacturers have been working and experimenting to turn that relatively into absolutely. In 1927, after many failures, and partial successes, came the Sealex Process.

Floors of Sealex Linoleums and Sealex Treadlite Tiles are practically as easy to clean as glazed tile. Every microscopic pore in the material has been penetrated and sealed. Dirt cannot be ground in.

Spilled liquids, even ink and ammonia, won’t soak in or leave disfiguring marks. A light mopping renders the floor immaculately clean.

This Sealex Process comes opportunely—at a time when we are just beginning to recognize the full decorative possibilities of linoleum and other cork-composition materials. Sheets may be cut into separate tiles, long strips for bordering, circles, stars—any shape imaginable. The children’s playroom or kindergarten room and the bordered tile pattern (both illustrated on the next page) are examples of what the Bonded Floors designing staff has done and can do.

Bonded Floors have been used to advantage in schools—old and new—all over the country. Entrance hall, corridor, office, classroom, library, gymnasium—there’s a Bonded Floor perfectly (Continued on next page)
suited to every space, a floor at once practical and attractive in appearance.

Designing floors is only one side of the complete Bonded Floors service. We will give you expert assistance on every phase of your school-floors problem—will put you in touch with an experienced, dependable distributor of Bonded Floors who knows how to install Sealex Linoleums and Sealex Treadlite Tiles correctly. We have specially selected and trained our authorized distributors with the sole idea of delivering satisfactory floors. That we have faith in their workmanship, and in Sealex materials, is evidenced by our Guaranty Bond against repair expense.

We are at your service for any information you may require in connection with resilient floors—no obligation, of course.

BONDED FLOORS COMPANY INC.
Division of Congoleum-Nairn Inc.
General Office: Kearny, N. J. Authorized distributors in principal cities

AT RIGHT
Sealex Jasper Linoleum, Tan. This soft, two-toned effect is also obtainable in greens, browns, dark gray and light gray.

This illustration shows how various colors may be assembled to order. Sealex Treadlite Tiles of Dark Sienna and Light Sienna are used here. A wide variety of colors Marble-sized and plain is available.

AT LEFT
Green, obtainable in several grades of Sealex Bottleship Linoleum and also in Sealex Treadlite Tiles. Many other solid colors are available.

“Facts You Should Know about Resilient Floors in Schools.” A booklet prepared by qualified architects. May we send you a copy?
Custom Made International Casements, with leaded lights, lend an attractive and harmonious detail to this residence.

Also Manufacturers of International Austral Windows

INTERNATIONAL CASEMENT CO. INC.
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
IN CANADA: ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE & IRON WORKS, TORONTO, ONT.
The "Screen Beautiful" For The Modern Home

Quite apart from their permanence and superior utility, Chamberlin Roll Screens are an adornment to any home. Built entirely of bronze with oxidized statuary finish on all visible parts—wonderfully compact—and possessing many exceptional appearance-refinements, these screens offer the most practical method of modern screening. They are corrosion-proof, give trouble-free service and provide the positive screening exclusive with Chamberlin. They allow unobtrusive screening of only the swing leaves of combination units—the avoidance of fly pockets at stationary leaves and transoms and the darkening with screens of only the minimum area. Installed and backed by Chamberlin. Write for catalog.

ROLL SCREEN DIVISION
CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP CO.
West Lafayette Boulevard  Detroit, Michigan
Over 100 Sales-Installation Branches Throughout the United States
THE Bank of Mitsui & Co., Tokyo, will stand through the generations as a tribute to the creative design of Architects in America, as exemplified by the plans of Trowbridge & Livingston, New York, and to James Stewart & Co., General Contractors, who faithfully carried out the construction. In this building a G&G Atlas Pneumatic Tube System (3 x 6 inch oval) makes possible the safe and rapid transmission of correspondence, documents, etc., between various departments. The upper left view illustrates the Central Station where carriers are received and dispatched. One of the stations on the main banking floor is shown in the center view. Motor and exhauster unit in basement is shown at lower left. The entire installation was made under our direct supervision.

Banks, hotels, hospitals, newspapers, libraries, mail-order houses, retailers, wholesalers, factories and large offices of all kinds use G&G Atlas Pneumatic Dispatch Tubes for speedily (30 ft. a second) distributing mail, telegrams, inter-office papers and light-weight articles among scattered departments. "Mechanical Messengers are faster and more dependable than human messengers."


G&G ATLAS SYSTEMS, INC.
540 West Broadway New York
408 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto

Names such as these are familiar to every man and woman in the business world. G&G Atlas Pneumatic Tube Systems are in use in:

- The Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Ill., Holub and Roch, Archi.
- Montgomery Ward & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
- Sears, Roebuck & Co., Atlanta and Boston

and many others.
Ferrocraft rises to every situation

Only a foundry properly equipped and experienced, only workmanship of the highest order can satisfactorily produce large size grilles. Unless properly made, the large grille bends and buckles, conspicuously showing every defect in workmanship. The Ferrocraft installation pictured above is in Kenosha High School Auditorium, Kenosha, Wisconsin (John D. Chubb of Chicago, Architect)—our No. 255 Design Grilles. The prominence of these Grilles required the dependable workmanship and finish invariably found in all FerroCraft Cast Products.

Tuttle & Bailey Radiator Cabinets

The "Raleigh" Model, concealing the window radiators in the above interior, is one of a large number of styles offered in Tuttle & Bailey Radiator Cabinets. The same high quality construction, finish and design for which FerroCraft is renowned are assured in every Tuttle & Bailey Radiator Cabinet. Send for booklet.

FerroCraft Grilles

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg. Co.

Makers of Registers and Grilles for 83 years

441 Lexington Avenue, New York City
HERE is the fountain that affords exactly what the most discriminating sanitarians demand of such a fixture—a device that ejects a thick, splashless stream of water, absolutely free from any possible contamination.

This we have accomplished by replacing the ordinary bubbler with an integral angle stream nozzle under an elevated cowl, operated by our special Duplex Valve especially designed for the purpose.

The construction of the supply chamber tends to check any variation in pressure, thus keeping the arch of the stream constant. Note that the glassy, two-fire vitreous china bowl contains no exposed metal to tarnish, no crevices to carry germs or dirt.

In a word, Te-pe-co Integral Nozzle Drinking Fountains offer so much in sanitation, durability and ease of installation that they are specified as a matter of course by leading architects everywhere.

Our Guarantee. We make but one grade of ware—the best that can be produced—and sell it at reasonable prices. We sell no seconds or culls. Our ware is guaranteed to be equal in quality and durability to any sanitary ware made in the world. The Te-pe-co trade mark is found on all goods manufactured by us and is your guarantee that you have received that for which you have paid.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

National Showroom—New York City
101 Park Ave., Entrance on 41st St.

Branch Offices
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago

Export Office: 115 Broad Street, New York City

TE-PE-CO
ALL-CLAY PLUMBING FIXTURES
Forced, because of a breakdown in health, to temporarily give up his business and move into the country, this client purchased a small farm and enlarged the old Dutch farmhouse to suit his needs.

It was his physician who suggested adding a greenhouse. It was his wife who thought of attaching it directly to the residence where he would be tempted to spend many hours fussing among the flowers. It was he himself who decided on the size of 18 feet wide and 25 feet long, not counting the connecting passageway. It was his architect who advised as to the design selected, and determined its exact placing. Likewise pointing out, the interesting fact that the pitch of the gambrel roof of the residence is the same as is used on the greenhouse, permitting an harmonious arrangement of roof planes. Now that business is again claiming his time, this man persistently contends the greenhouse was largely responsible for his restored health.

Be that as it may, his wife also comes in with a remark that: "You couldn't get it away from us now, with a 20 mule borax team."

And by the way, the greenhouse is painted the same color as the residence instead of the usual white. Note how the connecting passage overcomes all interference with the windows.

New catalog of 78 pages just from the printers.

The greenhouse on the W. H. Aldridge Estate at New Rochelle, New York, illustrated in this issue, is a Lord & Burnham F. D. Frost, Architect

Wherein Architect and Doctor Joined Hands

IRVINGTON, N. Y.
American Seating Company
14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Branches in All Principal Cities

IDLEWILD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Memphis, Tenn.

Fine woodwork and wood carving by American Seating Company. Inserts show enlarged detail of statue and organ screen tracery

Pfeil and Ausmuh, Architects
The largest plant of its kind in the world is CAREY BUILT-UP Roofed!

The huge, six-acre manufacturing plant of Hemp and Company, St. Louis, was given the dependable protection of more than one hundred thousand square feet of Carey Built-up Roofing.

To house the world's greatest manufactory of stove-pipe and sheet metal products, Hemp and Company, St. Louis, recently built an immense new plant. Six whole acres of factory floor space!

And, to protect their materials and costly equipment, Hemp and Company covered this splendid plant with Carey Built-up Roofing. More than 100,000 square feet of perfect overhead protection!

Hundreds of industrial structures, in cities everywhere, are weather-protected by Carey Built-up Roofs. Roofs blended of selected materials, built up as Carey has learned to build, in half a hundred years. Sealed, resealed, and then sealed again. And bonded—for five, ten, fifteen and twenty years, by the Fidelity Trust Company of New York. So that you may have complete information about the roof which is so universally specified, we have prepared a new Carey Built-up Roofing specification book. Write for your copy today.

Carey BUILT-UP ROOFS

"A ROOF FOR EVERY BUILDING"

The Philip Carey Company, Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio
This modern school* is protected with

GENERAL ELECTRIC WIRING MATERIALS

Great public schools today—such as Memphis Technical High—are built for service . . . varied and exacting. Each building must be many things to many men—busy workshop, quiet library, public meeting hall, classroom, laboratory. And electric service—protected, adequate, dependable—is vital.

Well informed architects, builders, contractors everywhere know they can best meet this need in hard-used schools by completely equipping them with General Electric Wiring Materials throughout.

The good name of General Electric sealed into a building is the best possible guarantee of lasting economy. It brings freedom from maintenance troubles down through the years.

*MEMPHIS TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Architect—Hunkes & Cains
General Contractor—Wessell Construction Company

Associate Architect—Jos T. Wallace
Electrical Engineer—Thomas H. Allen

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Wiring System

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT • GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY • BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
INDUSTRIAL FLOORING

TYPICAL DETAILS

INDUSTRIAL FLOORING
APPLIED TO STAIR TREADS

- Metal nosing
- Old asbestos paper

SECTION OF TREAD
WDO WOOD STAIR.

- Metal nosing
- Section of tread
- Metal stair

TYPICAL DETAILS

INDUSTRIAL FLOORING

- Wood floor
- Old cut
- Old paper

SECTION OF TREAD
WOOD STAIRS

- Concrete primer
- Watertight
- Trench section
- Herringbone strips
- Expansion metal lap
- Industrial flooring

INDUSTRIAL FLOORING

- Section of tread
- Metal stair

ARCHITECTURAL SERIES PLATE N02

ARCHITECTURAL SERIES PLATE N02

ENTIRE SERIES SENT ON REQUEST

ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT
RIGID ASPHALT SHINGLES
ASPHALT SHINGLES
BUILT-UP & READY-TO-LAY ROOFING

Johns-Manville
CORPORATION
NEW YORK - CLEVELAND - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO - TORONTO

TRANSITE FLAT & CORRUGATED
INSULATIONS AGAINST HEAT & COLD
COMPOSITION FLOORING,
WATERPROOFING & DAMPPROOFING
"Republic" is Steel Pipe of Tested Durability

Republic Steel Pipe is serving in buildings of generations ago...and is being built in modern skyscrapers to serve the years to come. This is tested durability. Republic Steel Pipe has proved dependable and lasting through continued use...assurance that it will be just as trustworthy for the even greater demands of the changing conditions of the future.

"Republic" in your specifications signifies the use of a steel pipe as efficient and strong as can be made...a pipe that meets every building requirement.

Office Building at 1776 Broadway
Geo. & Edw. Blum, Architects

Branch Offices
Birmingham Detroit
Boston El Paso
Buffalo Los Angeles
Chicago New York
Cincinnati Philadelphia
Cleveland Pittsburgh
Dallas San Francisco
Denver Seattle
St. Louis

PRODUCTS
- Pig Iron
- Semi-Finished Steel
- Bars and Shapes
- Hot and Cold Rolled Strip
- Skelp
- Black, Blue Annealed, Galvanized, Electrical and Long Terne Sheets
- Coke Tin Plate
- Tin Mill Black Plate
- Black and Galvanized Standard Pipe
- Oil Country Tubular Goods
- Bolts, Nuts, Spikes, Etc
Sash Operating Problem No. 6
-Second Series-

Operating Bronze Sash Over Vestibule Doors

In the vestibules of the New York Central Building, New York, four sets of six sash are to be operated separately. Control rods from the floor level are concealed within the bronze window jambs. Only the bronze horizontal operating shaft and arm sets are exposed, along the back of the cross mullions. Gear cases, handles and all exposed apparatus, are of solid bronze.

Transom sash over the large main floor windows on 46th Street and Vanderbilt Avenue are also operated by Lord & Burnham bronze equipment, with control rods concealed in the mullions.

This is one of a series of Sash Operating problems, presented from month to month, which will be mailed you on request, together with an American Institute File Folder to contain them.

Lord & Burnham Co.
Sash Operating Division
Graybar Building, New York City
Representatives in Principal Cities of the United States and Canada
When Quality and Dependability are Desired

Developed through extensive practical experience, designed for greater efficiency and manufactured with superior facilities, Genfire Firesafe Building Products are of the high quality that insures better finished work and enduring satisfaction. The Genfire line is complete, providing one dependable source for all requirements.

Herringbone Doublemesh Metal Lath—recognized as the best plaster base for its ideal key and its reinforcing qualities assure greater permanence in plaster without added cost.

Genfire Steel Joists—furnished in three types—T-Bar, Plate Girder and Nailer—meet every condition in permanent floor construction of light occupancy buildings. Light in weight—quickly installed—and economical in cost.


Genfire Steel Casement and Basement Windows have been selected for all model homes sponsored by the Home Owners Institution.

Rigideck for Roofs—Laid like boards and interlocking, Rigideck Roof Decks are quickly and easily installed on any building. Light in weight, fireproof, Armco Ingot Iron for permanence, and economical.

Literature and complete information on Genfire Firesafe Building Products furnished on request

GENFIRE STEEL COMPANY, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Warehouses and Offices in all Principal Cities, Dealers Everywhere
So Therefore—
Old Virginia's Jefferson Brick Were This Time Used

Across Union Square, looking from New York's Broadway, it stands, interesting in its limestone and brick combination. New though the building is, the organization it shelters is an old one, allied to that great political party fathered by Thomas Jefferson. How fitting, therefore, that in this building should be used bricks made in the Virginia, Jefferson so proudly served. Likewise in the same size, and made in the same kind of cherry and maple moulds as those of his beloved Monticello, 30 years in its building, and where Jefferson lived for a full half century. When looking at this Tammany Hall building, you will at once see what we mean by the time-toned effect our brick give. Likewise, the pleasing texture, the slight off-shapeness and variableness the old mould-making-way gives them. A little softening and toning down of the limestone, which New York's swift hand will so soon accomplish, and to the unknowing, this building will be credited as a part of the city's historic yester-years. For such is the effect our brick, made way down here in Old Virginia, so unfailingly gives.

Old Virginia Brick
Old Virginia Brick Company
Salem, Virginia
SQUIRE & HARRISON INC.
366 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK
INTERIOR ARTISTRY

As designers and executors of complete furnishings and decorative effects of a more permanent nature for fine residences and high grade commercial work, we solicit this opportunity to collaborate with the architect.

The W. H. Aldridge residence illustrated in this issue.
Frederick G. Frost, Architect
was furnished and decorated by us.

R ELIABILITY must be based on more than the mere item of price!

SEDGWICK DUMB WAITERS and ELEVATORS
for all purposes

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
Sedgwick Machine Works, 140 W. 15th St., New York
Representatives in Many Principal Cities

Here's the Neglected Wife

BEING the "frau" of an architect is just another of life's little disappointments . . . particularly so when "hubby" starts figuring ventilation layouts and specifications.

Had "hubby" permitted Swartwout to handle ventilation details, he would have been free this evening . . . for a non-obligating Swartwout Survey gives complete ventilating plans and costs . . . ready to submit to the client.

THE SWARTWOUT COMPANY
18527 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Swartwout Rotary Ball Bearing Ventilators

MOST AIR PER MINUTE PER DOLLAR INVESTED
UNIVERSITY of WEST VIRGINIA, Chemistry Bldg.
Equipped with

Kewaunee
LABORATORY FURNITURE
Architects: Davis, Dunlap & Barney, Philadelphia
We build science and vocational laboratory furniture in strict accordance with the architect's plans and specifications. Our standardized line of over 500 designs may be helpful in meeting the architect's requirements for many installations. The cloth bound Kewaunee Book of Laboratory Furniture—over 500 pages, fully illustrated—is sent without charge, carriage paid, to architects, engineers and educators who are interested in equipping laboratories for any purpose. Address the factory at Kewaunee.

Kewaunee Mfg. Co.
LABORATORY FURNITURE EXPERTS
Chicago Office 141 LINCOLN STREET New York Office
14 E. Jackson Blvd. KEWAUNEE, WIS. 70 Fifth Avenue
Offices in Principal Cities
Exclusive Builders of Quality Laboratory Furniture

Outdoor Sketching
By F. Hopkinson Smith
6 illustrations, 2 in color, by the author. 5¾ x 7¾ inches.
Composition, mass, water-color and charcoal treated in a non-technical way. Hardly a term defined or suggestion made without illustration by an example or applicable anecdote from the author's experience. $2.00

Sketching in Lead Pencil:
For Architects and Others
By Jasper Salwey
57 illustrations. 6 x 9 inches.
Sketching as opposed to drawing, in the open air. Considers all points from general principles to week-end sketching. $3.00

The Art of Drawing in Lead Pencil
By Jasper Salwey
122 illustrations of noteworthy examples 6 x 9 inches.
A practical manual dealing with materials, technique, sketching, form and style, seascapes and landscapes, etc. 2d edition. $4.50

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS PUBLISHERS
ARCHITECTURE 597 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK Architectural Books
Made Beautiful for Ages

The Nuns, Looking West
Sacred Heart Church,
Pittsburgh
Carlton Strong, Architect
Duquesne Construction Co.,
Builders

Wherever Ligni-Salvor is applied, it penetrates into the heart of the wood killing all wood-destroying fungi and their spores. It brings out the grain and renders that natural brown tone so appropriate to structures built to endure.

Woodwork, inside and out, treated more than a quarter of a century ago, is still as solid and pleasing to the eye as the day Ligni-Salvor was applied.

LIGNI-SALVOR
“BEST WOOD PRESERVER”
For further details and information address:
PFALTZ & BAUER, Inc., 304 Pearl Street, New York

Insured Forever against
Cracks, Breaks or Spalls

COWING
Pressure Relieving JOINT
Patented September 1, 1925

Cracks, breaks and spalls which despoil beautiful buildings vex the owner and worry the architect, are definitely conquered by the Cowing Pressure Relieving Joint.

The Cowing Joint zones a building into story heights—it compresses and compensates for any destructive stresses thrown on the facing material by compression of steel, temperature changes or imposed loads. It saves mortar joints and eliminates frequent tuck-pointing.

The Cowing Joint is neat—it will not squeeze out—it lasts as long as the building.

Write for our Illustrated Booklet
Cowing Pressure Relieving Joint Co.
160 N. Wells St. - Chicago, Ill.
To specify trade-marked Pondosa is to protect your jobs against substitution.

Now, when you specify Pondosa outside as well as inside, you protect your jobs against substitution. At the same time you secure the beauty and permanence which only the finest of woods can give.

Pondosa is easily and quickly worked, saving carpenter's time. It stays flat. It takes paint and varnish handsomely and saves in painting costs. It is available at good lumber yards everywhere. Special trim and complete units of Pondosa are being featured by nationally known wood-working plants with national distribution. Our research laboratory is available without charge to assist you in your lumber problems. Address Dept. 65, Western Pine Manufacturers Association, Portland Oregon.

Architects and Engineers

Pronounce

The New Standard Electric Resetting Clock System

AN ELECTRICAL ACHIEVEMENT

Operates Without Battery

THE IDEAL TIME SERVICE FOR YOUR BUILDING

Specifications or other information gladly furnished

THE

STANDARD

ELECTRIC

TIME

COMPANY

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Sales Service Branches in principal cities of United States and Canada
Proper ventilation is recognized as essential to the health and efficiency of the people in the modern building. V.W Ventilators solve the problem of modern ventilation.

The patented R-shaped vertical louvers shown above are an exclusive feature of V.W Ventilators. This construction actually causes a flow of pure fresh air at all times, while stopping all draughts, dirt, rain and snow.

Lift it with the Energy Electric

WHEREVER there's the problem of raising loads of 100 to 500 lbs., you will find a satisfactory solution in an Energy Electric Dumbwaiter.

Backed by 40 years of engineering experience, the Energy Electric is built for long life—strength of construction and capacity for work have not been sacrificed for a few questionable seconds of speed.

Architects and builders are selecting this modern Electric for all types of buildings because it meets a wide range of needs and conditions, at a moderate price.

 Bulletin 103, describing the features of the Energy Electric, will be gladly mailed at your request. Just check the bulletins you desire on the coupon below, attach to your letterhead, and mail to Energy Elevator Company, 215 New Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
First in 1882
Still Out in Front

When Samuel Cabot invented his Creosote Shingle Stains in 1882, they were the first exterior stains ever made. Architects were quick to see their artistic value, which opened a new field of design and treatment.

Building arts have progressed, and so have Cabot’s Stains. First in 1882, and still out in front, they now have even more vivid and lasting colors, disintegrated to colloidal fineness by the patented Cabot Collopaking Process, invented in 1918.

Cabot’s Creosote Shingle and Wood Stains

Harmonizing with every architectural style; providing strict, yet dignified protection, an iron fence most satisfyingly solves the problem of property enclosure. The development of the Anchor-Weld method of manufacturing iron fences and gates has enabled the architect to provide a truly beautiful iron enclosure at a very moderate cost. This exclusive Anchor welding process produces both simple and elaborate iron fences rapidly and economically. Giant electric welding presses replace expensive hand work. And the product of these electric “ironworkers” is equal in appearance to many hand-wrought enclosures.

Anchor-Weld construction also results in strength so great that disfiguring braces are not needed. Each trim picket, inseparably welded between the rails at sixteen points, becomes a rigid support. . . . An Anchor-Weld Iron Fence or Gate will stand firm and true through the years.

Include our illustrated Catalog in your files.

ANCHOR POST FENCE COMPANY
EASTERN AVENUE and KANE ST., BALTIMORE, MD.
Representatives in principal cities. Consult telephone directory.
BUILD WITH ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

The most elaborate ornamentation can be produced in ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA at a minimum cost. The colors that can be obtained in this material are almost without limit, our pulsichrome finish along with our unglazed surface treatments of this material can meet all the requirements of the most imaginative and exacting Architects.

The illustration shows a fragment of the top portion of the entrances of the Elementary Schools now being erected in Philadelphia, Pa. Irvin T. Catharine, Architect.

These Schools are being trimmed with ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA from our Kilns, done in a matt glazed and polychrome finish.

ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA is fire resisting, colorful, permanent, highly ornamental, dignified where the simpler styles are used, light in weight, adaptable to all periods of design and modern construction and economical in price.

CONKLING-ARMSTRONG TERRA COTTA COMPANY

Sales Office
1600 Arch Street

Executive Offices and Plant
Wissahickon Avenue and
Juniata Street

QUALITY, SERVICE, CO-OPERATION

Half Door Type Partition

Operated on self-cleaning track with double ball bearing rollers, the accordion type partition requires no floor track as the doors are centrally hung. The carriages have dropped forged hardened frames and ball bearing wheels with special swivel arranged in the pendant head. The McCabe Co. with thirty years' experience in the manufacture of door hangers presents a perfected product.

McCABE
HANGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
426-28 West 25th St.
New York, N. Y.
Architectural Beauty plus Dependability

That's what your clients get—and much more when you include a King Greenhouse in the plan. Our service department will be glad to submit plans and suggestions for your approval. We should like to send you our new Portfolio of Plates showing some greenhouses we have built.

**King Construction Company**

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

NEW YORK CITY   PHILADELPHIA, PA   BOSTON, MASS.
45 W. 34th St.   14 N. 60th St.   25 Huntington Ave.
SCRANTON, PA     TOLEDO, OHIO     P.O. Box 10, Station “B”
307 N. Irving Ave.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

5023 Parkwood Blvd.

---

**EDWARDS**

**Copper Spanish Tile**

**Venus Pencils**

**Here** is the Roof for All Time—Time, fire, storm, wind, rain, lightning—these mean nothing to the impervious “Edwards” Copper Spanish Tile.

Here is beauty, too; the touch of color and all the charm of the Old Spanish Terra Cotta. Read all about this Roof in the most elaborate and comprehensive Metal Spanish Tile and Shingle Book on the market—IT'S YOURS FOR THE ASKING.

**THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.**

324-374 Eggleston Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, Etc.

---

**Venus**, with its clean black lines; its 17 perfect degrees, appeals naturally to the man who appreciates accuracy.

For charts, sketches, mechanical drawings there is NOTHING just as good. Buy VENUS pencils today.

Send $1.00 for special assortment of one dozen styles

---

AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY
508 Venus Bldg. • Hoboken, N. J.

Makers of UNIQUE Thin Lead Colored Pencils
The BRIAR HILL STONE COMPANY
GLENMONT, OHIO

Stone Perpetuates Artistry
~Enduring Beauty with Economy

Through the coming centuries, this will be identified as the Age of Color. And truly so, for the influence of color has found its way into the home and greets the eye in many charming new uses. Nature’s contribution to this new Era is exquisitely expressed in Briar Hill Ashlar. The radiant golden tones of this beautiful sandstone are enduring as Nature itself, reflecting an atmosphere of warmth and friendliness far beyond man-made imitations.

Nation-wide recognition by Architectural craftsmen has created national demand for this unusual Ashlar. Quantity production, reinforced by modern quarrying and milling methods, reduces operating costs so that Briar Hill Stone is economically available everywhere. It can now be used to advantage in moderately priced homes, as well as for prominent institutions and civic structures. This effective Golden Tone Ashlar is supplied in convenient random lengths and heights—in split-face, sand or shot-sawed face.

Estimates gladly furnished, without obligation. Send us your blue-prints for calculation and we will quote for delivery in your community. We will also forward a reproduction of this marvelous stone in all of its beautiful natural colors. Ask for Bulletin BHA-1.

Clinton Grilles
...are in one piece

Clinton Perforated Metal Grilles offer the architect the widest scope of selection. Grilles are made in various gages of steel, brass, bronze, monel and Wissco Bronze and are available in one piece up to 60 by 156 inches.

Stock designs, combinations of stock designs and special dies provide the architect a means of expressing his ideas in perforated metal at far less expense than with cast grilles.

Then too, if Wissco Bronze is selected, all colors and finishes are to be had. Grilles may be made to match the hardware or to harmonize with any color scheme.

There is a Clinton representative in your city. Have him call and tell you the whole story.

See Sweet’s Architectural and Engineering Catalog for Specifications

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL CO.
41 East 42nd Street, New York City

Worcester Chicago Los Angeles
Buffalo Atlanta Seattle
Cleveland San Francisco Portland

Wickwire Spencer Steel Co.
41 East 42nd Street, New York City

Send me copies of your latest Handbook on grilles.

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________
Prospective home owners can greatly reduce the upkeep of their homes and add untold comfort by insisting that they be properly insulated.

Mineral Wool, placed in the walls, floors and rafters of a building, will keep it many degrees warmer in Winter and cooler in Summer, in addition to making it thoroughly sound proof.

Its first cost is its last cost—and this is quickly offset by the saving it effects in Winter fuel.

Mineral Wool is a sanitary, indestructible, entirely mineral material, easy to apply and low in cost.

We will gladly send you a free sample of Mineral Wool and our illustrated booklet upon request.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
280 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK

Columbia Mineral Wool Co.
South Milwaukee, Wis.

Mineral Wool - The Perfect Insulator

- Cold Proof
- Heat Proof
- Fire Proof
- Sound Proof
- Vermin Proof

for
Year Round
Protection

Authentic copies in hand-wrought iron and brass of Early American hardware.

Also wood mantelpieces, Dutch Tiles, grates, andirons, and other fireplace accessories.

Catalogue on request

ARNOLD & NORTHERN, INC.
203 EAST 43RD ST. - NEW YORK CITY

At Last a shower mixer has been invented that will REGULATE a shower bath and keep the temperature of the water where the bather wants it. No more unexpected "shots" of cold or scalding hot water. No more time wasted trying to get the shower at the right temperature. Write for book which describes this remarkable mixer, shows results of tests, and experiences of users.

THE POWERS REGULATOR CO., 2741 Greenview Ave., Chicago
36 years of specialization in temperature control. Offices in 38 cities

CRAMPTON FARLEY BRASS CO.
Manufacturers of the
SIGNET FLOOR DRAIN

Let us send you our circular telling all about its good points

221 Main Street  Kansas City, Mo.
A PLANT as large and busy as this one can't afford to take chances on its cold storage doors. 96 Jamison units guard this Terminal Refrigerating and Warehousing Co. plant at Washington, D. C.

The new Jamison WEDGETIGHT Fastener adds even greater efficiency and longer life to Jamison Doors. Available at a slight increase in price. Write for illustrated folder.

JAMISON COLD STORAGE DOOR COMPANY
HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND, U. S. A.

2 W. 45th St., New York City; Room 1832, Builders' Building, 228 N. La Salle St., Chicago; 2650 Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles; 855 Market St., San Francisco.

Special Traveling Representative for Southern States, address Hagerstown Office.

Beautiful Lawns
— to complete the beauty of your Homes

Beautiful Lawns, Lovely Flowers, Thrifty Gardens—the frame that brings out the beauty of your creations—can now be had through the proper application of adequate moisture, at the mere turn of a valve. The Skinner System line of Irrigation is varied and comprehensive enough to cover every detail of correct watering. Concealed heads which pop up out of the ground, portable equipment for small areas, overhead equipment for gardens, each serves its purpose and must be selected to fit requirements as carefully as any part of the modern home.

Skinner Engineers, with a background of over a quarter century in pioneering and developing every advance in irrigation will gladly consult with you, or better still send us your plans and we will submit layouts and specifications. Feel free to use our service.

SKINNER SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION

A letter or card will open this profitable field for you. Write today.

Skinner Irrigation Co.
241 Canal Street Troy, Ohio
Coming to the POINT

A busy man can not afford to have his thoughts snapped by snapping pencil points!

The man to whom a pencil is a necessary part of his work equipment must select one which stands up under hard wear. He must be relieved of the annoyance of snapping pencil points—they are time-consuming, irritating, extravagant.

Eberhard Faber has produced an extra-sturdy, extra-tough lead pencil for the man who works in colors—the new Mongol Colored Indelible.

Mongol Colored Indelible for Water-Color Work. Too Mongol Indelible pencils come in twelve colors, and may be used as regular color pencils, or as water-color pencils.

To produce a velvet-smooth color wash, just "wash" your color drawing with an artist's paintbrush dipped in water.

Mail a dollar with the coupon below—test the new Mongol 12-color assortment for yourself! With it we shall send you a copy of the Eberhard Faber Chart which helps you select instantly the one right pencil for any special use.

EBERHARD FABER

Eberhard Faber Pencil Co.
37 Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1 enclose $1.00 for a box of twelve Mongol Colored Indelible Pencils, Assortment No. 741, and the Eberhard Faber Pencil Selection Chart.

Name

Address

City

State

RIGIDECK FOR ROOFS

Insulated to Any Degree and Waterproofed

Rigideck—the new Armco Ingot Iron Roofdeck—is as easily laid as board. Its interlocking ribs occurring every six inches are securely attached to the purlins, providing a rigid, smooth, un-perforated roof deck adapted to all buildings. Weight of completed roof approximately 5 pounds per sq. ft. Fireproof and economical.

GENFIRE STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

WAREHOUSES AND OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES. DEALERS EVERYWHERE

LUTTON SOLAR V-BAR GREENHOUSES

Lautton Solar V-Bar Greenhouse built for R. K. Lehlond of Cincinnati, Ohio

EVERY COUNTRY ESTATE

Needs a Greenhouse

A greenhouse nowadays is considered an essential part of every well planned country estate... Lutton Solar V-Bar Greenhouses have been especially developed for private estates and are superior to all other types of construction in beauty and permanence... If you are not familiar with the Solar V-Bar construction, which is exclusive with us, let us send you a set of sheets which have been prepared for your convenience.

WM. H. LUTTON COMPANY, INC.
E. A. WARD, President
222 KEARNEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Rough Going

On boats that ride the seas under the fiercest weather conditions, BOYLE'S BAYONNE ROOF and DECK CLOTH has proven absolutely durable and "sea-worthy." This tough quality in its fabric has attracted architects to specify it outright. Write for sample book "L" and examine the material, bearing in mind that it requires no white lead bedding, but is simply laid on dry boards and given a coat of paint.

JOHN BOYLE & CO., INC.
Established 1860
112-114 Duane St.  New York  70-72 Reade St.
Branch: 1517-1519 Pine Street, St. Louis
IS YOUR TERRA COTTA FILE COMPLETE?

PROBABLY not — booklets are easily misfiled, borrowed or lost. Why not have the following list checked up against your A. I. A. file No. 9?

Indicate the booklets that are missing, fill in your name and address, tear out this coupon and mail to us.

No charge or obligation involved. We simply want to be sure that your file of booklets is up-to-date.

NATIONAL TERRA COTTA SOCIETY
230 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

(On behalf of the Terra Cotta Manufacturers throughout the United States)

☐ The Small Apartment Building
☐ Your New Apartment Building
☐ Your New Bank Building
☐ Building Floodlighting and Its Possibilities with Terra Cotta
☐ The Church, Its Architectural Treatment
☐ The Church, Its Interior Decoration
☐ Your New Club Building
☐ Your New Filling Station
☐ Your New Hospital Building
☐ Your New Hotel
☐ Your New Office Building
☐ Terra Cotta in Public Utility Buildings
☐ Your New School Building
☐ Your New Store Front
☐ Beautiful Theatres
☐ Suggestions for Color Effects in Terra Cotta
☐ Standard Specifications, for the Manufacture, Furnishing and Setting of Terra Cotta

Please send the publications marked to

Name

Street and Number

City State
A MEZZANINE CONSTRUCTION

That Does Not Interrupt Sales

Not infrequently you will be asked to design a mezzanine to be built under the following conditions:

- Use of floor space below mezzanine must not be interrupted during the construction. (This means no forms or scaffolding can be used.)
- Quick completion of the job essential. (No wait permitted for poured material to harden.)
- Must pass underwriters. (Fire-proofing material essential, eliminating timber construction.)
- Must be economical. (A light weight construction to cut cost of steel and supporting members.)

Where all these conditions must be met the Gypsteel System with its pre-cast gypsum floor and ceiling slabs, alone fills the requirements. Nothing else will do. The pre-cast ceiling slabs can be hung without forms or scaffolds as soon as the steel work is in place. Floor slabs can be laid and their steel reinforcements tied together immediately afterward. The work can easily be completed within a few hours time after the steel is in place. Usually these mezzanines are completed over a holiday or week-end.

This Gypsteel construction is the lightest type of floor construction, absolutely fire-proofing the steel. It is put up without forms or the mess of dripping materials. The strength and light weight of the pre-cast gypsum slabs cuts down steel requirements and keeps the cost down.

A LIST OF NEW YORK MEZZANINE INSTALLATIONS

- National City Bank
- Liggett Stores
- Penn Station
- G. M. Murphy
- Munds & Winslow
- Savoy Plaza Hotel
- Hanover Nat'l Bank

General Offices: Linden, N. J.

STRUCTURAL GYPSUM CORPORATION

Sales Offices in Principal Cities
"THEY KEEP A-RUNNING"

250 Horse Power

Century 60 Cycle 440 Volt 1800 R. P. M.
3-Phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motor

These general-purpose motors are built liberally and with large ventilation passages to insure continuous operation at high speeds and also—in slower speeds—under the adverse conditions frequently encountered in the broad range of general-purpose open-rated motor applications.

CENTURY ELECTRIC COMPANY
1806 Pine St.
St. Louis, Mo.

Century 3 and 2 Phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motors are built in standard sizes and speeds from 3/4 to 250 horse power. Temperature rating, 40° C.

40 U. S. and Canadian Stock Points and more than 75 outside thereof
American Bridge Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
Manufacturers of Steel Structures
of all classes, particularly
BRIDGES and BUILDINGS
The fabricated steel in these
and many other buildings
furnished by us.

General Offices:
71 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Contracting Offices in Principal
Cities

Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Company Bldg.,
Simon and Simon, Architects
Irwin & Leighton, General Contractors

New York Life Insurance Building
New York, N. Y.
Cass Gilbert, Architect
Starrett Bros., Inc., General Contractors

Tribune Building
Chicago, Ill.
Howell & Hood
Architects
Hegeman-Harris, Inc.
General Contractors

Russ Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Geo. W. Kelham, Architect

Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan
Office and Garage Portion
Albert Kahn, Inc., Architects and Engineers
Theatre Portion
Graven & Muyrер, Architects
General Contractors
H. G. Christman-Burke Company

H. G. Christman-Burke Company
How Kicked Up Dust Led to the Solution of R. H. Macy’s Warehouse Floor Problem

It showed the way to keep down flicked up dust. It made possible discarding of many floor trucks. Merchandise was protected. Handling costs greatly reduced.

The problem wasn’t one of keeping the concrete from dusting off. That is easily overcome by Dust Proofing. But Dust Proofing cannot prevent surface dust from kicking or flicking up.

Dust flicking is caused by the bristles of the cleaning broom, catching on the rough points in the concrete, and then when released, snaps or flicks up the dust, which settles on the merchandise.

A floor of glass would neither dust up, nor flick up. So we gave Macy’s warehouse floors an enduring glass-like surface, over which the brooms slide. The dirt is pushed along, but not flicked up.

For exactly the same reasons, the use of trucks in the furniture division was practically discarded, and the stored furniture slid about.

Dust was KEPT down. Labor costs CUT down. Refinishing high gloss furniture made unnecessary. Just what the materials were, or how used in accomplishing all this, doesn’t particularly interest you right now. The thing of importance is: that at last there is a company who have proven themselves, not only experts on Waterproofings, but Floor Finishing, as well.

Next month, we’ll offer a solution for one of the most difficult floor finishing problems that you architects have to wrestle with.

A. C. Horn Company

General Sales Offices: 101 Park Avenue, New York City. Branch Offices in All Principal Cities

Works: Long Island City N. Y.
The bronze elevator doors in the main floor of the new Rand Building, Buffalo, N. Y., by reason of a new and unique method of construction, have the appearance of cast bronze . . . although only the rosettes and panels were cast whereas the stiles and rails were pressed.

These distinctive doors were developed and made in our factories and illustrate again the versatility and ingenuity of our engineering department as well as the exceedingly careful workmanship typical of all JoneSteel construction.

In addition to bronze elevator doors, all hollow metal swing door units and elevator enclosures were furnished by this company.

Your files should contain our illustrated 32-page catalog. It is valuable for reference. Mailed on request.

Jamestown Metal Desk Co., Inc. Jamestown, N.Y.
Massillon Bar Joists Specified on Advice of the Engineer

THE Memorial Building and City Hall at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, built on an island, is carried on piles driven well below the river bed. O. L. Leefers, structural engineer, advised steel frame Massillon Bar Joist design for two reasons—

To decrease dead load: His engineers found that Massillon Bar Joists saved 3,350,000 pounds in floor dead load as contrasted with concrete slab construction.

To save time in erection: The O. F. Paulson Construction Company, general contractors, poured the last floor slab four and one-half months after steel work was started.

The quality of the construction is self-evident on this as well as many other structures of the monumental type—built for permanence. Ask your structural engineer what Massillon Bar Joists will do for your building. He can tell you of many details that take the Massillon Bar Joist out of the "or equal" class.

THE MACOMBER STEEL CO., 950 Belden Ave., Canton, Ohio

Massillon products are manufactured and distributed in Canada by the Sarnia Bridge Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont.

MASSILLON BAR JOISTS
ARCHITECTURE’S SERVICE BUREAU
FOR ARCHITECTS

WHAT TO SPECIFY

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING THE CATALOGUES OF ANY OF THE ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE OF ARCHITECTURE (AS LISTED BELOW) LET ARCHITECTURE’S SERVICE BUREAU SEND THEM TO YOU. ANY ADDITIONAL DATA CONCERNING THE INDUSTRY THAT THE READERS OF ARCHITECTURE REQUIRE WILL GLADLY BE COMPiled FOR THEM BY OUR SERVICE BUREAU.
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